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Introduction
[Science fiction]...is not a genre of literary entertainment only, but a mode of awareness,...a form of discourse that directly engages postmodern language and culture... a mode of discourse establishing its own domain linking literary, philosophical and scientific imaginations, and subverting the cultural boundaries between them and in its narratives producing and hyperbolizing new immanence  (Csicsery-Ronay 388). 

Many contemporary theorists explore the shifting boundaries of subjectivity. Over the course of the past two decades, critics like Donna Haraway and Frederic Jameson have  engaged subjectivity through the creation of science fictional metaphors (cyborgs and simulacra) designed to embody aspects of a theoretical model. By providing other current critics like Katherine Hayles, Istvan Csicsery-Ronay, and Jenny Wolmark with a potent theoretical vernacular, these metaphors and models of subjectivity enrich, the critical dialogue surrounding this concept. To date, however, a gap continues to exist between this wealth of critical discourse and specific science fiction texts that directly confront issues of subjectivity. The works of Neal Stephenson and Octavia E. Butler have enjoyed substantial commercial success and are widely acknowledged for their examination of individual identity within fictional futures. Though Jameson articulates the vital importance of science fiction and cyberpunk, in particular, in describing the postmodern subject and Haraway points to Butler’s novel Dawn as an excellent example of cyborg fiction, there has yet to be a rigorous application of these theoretical models and metaphors of subjectivity to specific texts written by Stephenson or Butler. It is my intention to address, if not to fill, this gap by exploring the possible points of contact, the interpenetrations, between these theoretical and science fictional structures of individual subjectivity.
I will examine how Stephenson and Butler use tropes of science fiction to problematize individual subjectivity in their novels. Each author challenges and renegotiates boundaries of subjectivity, creating and examining potentially subversive politics of identity. These boundaries are manifest across the spectrum of human perception. I will focus on border/boundary metaphors and their relation to processes of subjective transcription in five novels in order to examine  if, how, and by whom borders are altered or challenged, and how these changes effect subject positions to provide partial knowledge/awareness of subjectivity. 
In Snow Crash and The Diamond Age, Neal Stephenson explores and evaluates how technology operates as an allegorical medium, shaping individual subjectivity by fostering the convergence of organic life and the machine on an expansive and microscopic scale. Technology is an ambivalent intermediary, both a bridge and a boundary between individuals, establishing new connections, some profound and meaningful, and simultaneously rendering existing structures of identity absolute.  If technology provides the potential to translate and understand otherwise indecipherable languages of borders, does technology represent an opportunity to subvert the boundaries of subjectivity? Or, does it help to reinforce conformity to unified and stable borders of a totalized identity? Stephenson’s novels inhabit the interpretive spaces between these two questions. 
In the Xenogenesis Trilogy, comprised of the novels Dawn, Adulthood Rites, and Imago, Octavia Butler confronts the struggle between biological transfiguration or annihilation of the human subject. Humanity is recoded, rewritten, redefined by the Oankali, alien gene traders; humanness, the essential aspect of human subjectivity, is either expanded or obliterated as a result of this change. All categories and metamorphoses of subjectivity are placed within the borders of species and serve to threaten, strengthen or expand its boundaries. By placing them in a new context, Butler underscores and undermines subject positions of race. Butler’s endeavor is an ethical inquiry the implicit suggestion being that in order to survive, humanity must become alien; its subjective borders must open and reform. New communities with new strengths and fallacies must be formed. 
As science fiction texts, the novels of Stephenson and Butler are surrounded by a confused critical debate. This confusion stems from the status of the science fiction genre itself. Some believe that science fiction is distinctly non-literary enterprise that can and should receive analysis as a completely separate entity. Others, however, hold to the notion that a more open exchange exists between various forms of fictional discourse. The science fiction novels of Stephenson and Butler inhabit the borderlands between these opposing viewpoints. In choosing to write science fiction, Stephenson and Butler inherit both a genre with its own set of interpretive conventions and expectations and a method of critical and creative communication. Throughout their work this confusion can be identified but cannot be easily resolved. In fact, it may be possible to argue that their works draw considerable strength from exploiting the ambiguous nature of the genre itself.  From this troubled generic vantage point, Stephenson and Butler position their science fiction to grapple with issues of individual subjectivity. It is my contention that the choice of science fiction affords both Stephenson and Butler the opportunity to examine aspects of individual subjectivity in a manner that is different from conventional literary fiction but equally potent in its ability to provide interesting and compelling insights.












Chapter One

Locating Critical Science Fictional Spaces
Science fiction is concerned with mis-, dis-, or re- orienting its readers.  
There is no predisposition within science fiction to provide an accurate, coherent, or complete representation of reality; it accepts and exploits its status as fiction, a collection of imagined constructs connected to but not limited by a singular objective reality. Conjecturing realities where the order of a commonly experienced normative reality has been modified or no longer applies, science fiction novels situate readers temporarily within alternate, possibly oppositional, interpretive contexts. Science fiction and  SF criticism concern themselves “with the interaction between text and context, the unique literary work and our common social world” (Suvin 45).  Far from simply articulating our inability to accurately envision a singular totalized future, science fiction is inextricably bound to the “common social world,” confronting it with alternate modes of experience, new models of the real. It is possible for science fiction “to offer alternative and critical ways of imagining social and cultural reality...” (Wolmark 10).  As Ursula K. LeGuin observes concisely, “Science fiction is not predictive; it is descriptive” (Introduction to The Left Hand of Darkness 156).  Interpreting such texts thus becomes intimately connected to the ability to establish a sense of context, to fix one’s location literally and figuratively within the fictional spaces of the novel.  Because the boundaries of science fictional interpretive contexts are more fluid and open to negotiation than conventional styles of literary fiction, discovering and defining location is an ongoing but not necessarily cumulative process. In fact, David Samuelson suggests that “exposition never ceases. The reader and author must continually create the science fictional world” (25). This gives credence to the assertion that “The SF writer is not an author- that is, an authority figure: a source of interpretive constraints,” but rather a partner in a collaborative creative process. (Delany, “Science Fiction and Criticism” 194).  In this manner centered singular interpretive contexts, those guardians and creators of objective (read: “real”) knowledge, are made multiple and relative to specific fictional spaces which themselves expand and contract, overlap and dissolve. “Sf...does not assume any given reality; it manipulates landscape, distorts technology and revises the social order, foregrounding the text’s world as an ‘object’” (Samuelson 27).  One can ask the question about any given passage in a science fiction text, “Is the particular phrase you’re trying to read closely a piece of information telling you about the fictive subject, or is it a phrase telling you about the object structure of the fictive world?” (Delany, “Some Real Mothers”... 183).  Rather than amounting to a single “given interpretation or model of the extra-textual universe” as Darko Suvin asserts, a science fiction text places the reader within multiple, fragmented, even contradictory, interpretive models (46). 
	Science fiction authors devise methods of creating what Samuel R. Delany calls paraspaces within a text that manifest new and constantly evolving relationships with each other as well as the normative fictional space that contains them. Paraspaces do not exist in 
a simple and easy hierarchical relation to the narrative’s ‘real’ or ordinary, space. What goes on in one subverts the other; what goes on in the other subverts the one. They change their weights throughout their stories (Delany, ““Some Real Mothers...” 168). 

Paraspaces represent a revision of the world that can never be fully removed from or reintegrated with the world of experienced reality; they are self-consciously created constructs of contained subversion. As such, paraspace “is a space in which subjectivity and experience, gender and identity, can be re-imagined in opposition to, and in recognition of, the dominant gendered discourses” (Wolmark 23).
Although constantly qualified by what might be called a paraspatial awareness, the invented structures (societies, civilizations, technologies, etc....) science fiction authors posit within these spaces persist in the attempt to redefine conventional categories of reality. Neal Stephenson and  Octavia E. Butler question the validity of currently accepted categories of subjectivity defined by race, gender, and class. Redefining and reexamining cultural contexts in terms of gender, race, and class denotes a “conceptual reorganization,...‘an epochal paradigm shift separating the progressive social thought...of the 1980s from that of the 1960s’” (Wolmark 15).  The fictive worlds they create intentionally disorient the reader not simply because the physical landscape is alien, but because the boundaries of subjectivity    
 patterns applied to an interior, psychological/ intellectual, terrain have been consciously challenged and manipulated.  Because “the world is subdivided by boundaries differentially permeable to information,” the reader is  asked to imagine a world in which one’s proximity to the divide between the known and the unknowable is a continuous discovery (Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto” 164). Gaps of knowledge open and fluctuate, allowing the borders of subjectivity to remain in flux. Each author points toward “those cross-over points where discourses become openly contradictory, and boundaries become flexible and subject to negotiation” (Wolmark 3). Characters, cities, entire planets exist in relations that cannot be understood within the traditional web of subjective interaction and interdependence. Suvin suggests that because 
a text is constituted and marked as much by what it excludes as what it includes and it excludes much more than it includes[,]... a truly critical attitude will necessarily take into account both the text and its gaps, the choices made by the author and the set chosen from (46,49). 

The science fictional stance assumed by Stephenson and Butler simultaneously problematizes and accentuates the need for this type of critical perception.  The science fictional stance involves a specific set of theoretical strategies, not a litany of aesthetic generic constraints; it is responsible for creating, prolonging, and explaining the tension between the text and its gaps.  In fact, Csicsery-Ronay goes so far as to claim that Darko Suvin’s “critical attitude” itself, as a form of theoretical inquiry, is science fictional in nature.
Theory is the abstraction and foregrounding of...science-fictional principles. For theory also requires a gap between sign and real referent...which it is theory’s self-conceived role to first locate and then to dream up ways of bridging (391). 

The science fictional texts I will examine in the following chapters expand and contract; their borders. The epistemological gaps they create, are unstable, and, in some cases, unpredictable or contradictory. “Some differences are playful; some are poles of world historical systems of domination. ‘Epistemology’ is about knowing the difference” (Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto” 154).  These shifts in interpretive distance and difference are integral to the process of constructing and evaluating alternate self-contained visions of reality, but not because they successfully fulfill their mandate. In fact, it is precisely because alternate paraspaces science fiction authors create are not and cannot be self-contained that they are of significant critical interest.  
Sharona Ben-Tov points out that “...attempts to convert complex social realities into technical ones have a record of ignominious failure” (143). Within the artificial environment(s) of a science fiction novel, “whole universes of experience don’t count...even though they are at least as important as technology in making us who we are” (Ben-Tov 144). To Ben-Tov, this failure to include all avenues of experience, natural and artificial, within an imagined alternate reality signifies either ignorance of or aggression toward the Other, an entity through whom an authentic sense of subjectivity is derived. “This myopia is a telling symptom of science fiction’s structural, and inherently ideological, denial of the Other” (Ben-Tov 37). Because science fiction is essentially exclusionary, operating as “a game with an automatically limited depth,” its value in unpacking issues of subjectivity is highly suspect (Ben-Tov 36). Artificial, science fictional structures actually promote rather than disturb or destroy existing categories of subjectivity.
Though these claims may, in fact, be true, the failure of science fictional spaces to remain self-contained does not decrease their critical importance. To the contrary, “it is failure of imagination that is important, and not its achievement... all radical positions of the past are flawed precisely because they failed” (Jameson 209). Instead of promoting uniformly “the dichotomy of subject and object” as Ben-Tov asserts,  I would argue that the admittedly qualified and compromised boundaries of science fiction’s paraspaces are valuable because they create spaces, albeit marginalized ones, from which to glimpse provisional and partial challenges to dangerous binary oppositions like subject and object (51). The science fiction texts I will examine engage successfully and unsuccessfully in “the confusing task of making partial, real connection” beyond known dualistic structures (Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto” 160). This is a task Ben-Tov places beyond the scope of the science fiction text in general because the critical and imaginative boundaries of the genre are not absolute, not pure.  Rather than dispute this fact, Samuel R. Delany celebrates it.  “Genres never arrive pure. They are always-already impure by nature. And science fiction is one of the most impure” (Delany, “Some Real Mothers...” 182). The generic impurity of science fiction is what, in part, affords Stephenson and Butler the potential to envision and articulate subversive forms of subjectivity.
To what other end or ends are these fictional-philosophical exercises directed?  What is accomplished or gained by placing emphasis on the constructed and multiple nature of subjectivity?  By highlighting the shifting borders of subjective relations and their role in creating individual subjectivity, each artist begins to explore the possibility that through such an awareness, an individual might gain a degree of control over the construction and maintenance of specifically situated identities. In doing so, each author creates space for serious examination of statements of radical politics.  Within the shifting dynamics among the created world, the created subject, and the world of experienced reality (Samuel R. Delany calls this the “trivalent” discourse of science fiction), each novel can be seen as an assessment of the potential ramifications (individual and societal) of such statements (“The American Shore” 58). 
A brief cautionary note should be struck at this juncture to be wary of the possible dangers in approaching any text with an overtly ideological agenda, radical or otherwise. “Literature will reflect just about anything you want to read into it...if you read intensely and intelligently enough. So will paraliterature. That’s why texts are unmasterable” (Delany, “Science Fiction and Criticism” 213).  Blatantly ideological works, critical or creative, can be identified by  their “reduction of the self-contradictory aesthetic unity into a consensual system...[their] hatred of contradiction” (Suvin 52).  Although the “inappropriate and distorting...academic tendency to import a resistance... model to explain various SF phenomena” persists, literature continues to maintain its position as “a marginal, strategic, and subversive activity” (Delany, “Science Fiction and Criticism” 206, 212). The statements of radical politics I intend to identify in the selected works gesture toward a discovery of the latent subversive aspects of literature. Though motivated by specific dogmatic positions, the authors are more concerned with the evaporation and replacement of absolute binary structures which establish hierarchy and dominance. In hanging “its narrations around the exploration of possible new relationships, where the novelty is historically determined and critically evaluatable,” the science fiction of Stephenson and Butler attempts to diminish, if only slightly, crass ideological interpretation and promote “a decentered critical strategy in which boundaries are assumed to be flexible and subject to dissolution” (Suvin 45:Wolmark 8).
Subjectivity, Subject Positions, Boundaries and Cyborgs
	Before launching into a detailed analysis of each author’s works, it is necessary to explore the theoretical underpinnings and characteristics which collectively inform the term subjectivity. Subjects exist in a complex web of relations. Relative to different aspects of this web, an individual takes up/is put in different stances from which to be defined or evaluated.  The incident of each stance represents a subject position, a  “temporary stabilization of meaning and identity” (Best 195).  While an individual subject position may attain a certain level of coherence, an individual subject gives rise to/is broken into an ever-expanding multitude of subject positions simply by existing passively or actively. 
Identity, subjectivity, is thus a matrix of subject-positions, which may be inconsistent or even in contradiction with one another. Subjectivity, then, is linguistically and discursively constructed and displaced across the range of discourses in which the concrete individual participates (Belsey, “Constructing the Subject...” 597).

As Frederic Jameson states in Postmodernism or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, a whole subject is “dependent for its construction and existence on a certain kind of society and is menaced, undermined, problematized, or fragmented by other social arrangements” (137).  Conditions of postmodernity seem to dictate that the autonomous “I”, “a self-sufficient field and a closed realm” of individual subjectivity, the vital center of modernist creativity (if it exists), is accessible now only through the mediating contexts of subject positions (Jameson 15). The postmodern notion of self is thus “both the center of ‘self-consciousness’ and a unit of self-contained and integral action...This self claims, paradoxically simultaneous difference from and equality with the ‘other’” (Figueroa-Sarriera 128).  In this manner, complete individual subjects remain elusive; “...existence can no longer be seen as essential, self-enclosed, and infinitely self productive” (Csicsery-Ronay 395). Singular coherent knowledge of subjectivity is ultimately forestalled. 
What subject positions do provide, however, is an impression of boundary- a sense of the border between an individual subject and the universe of experience to which it relates. The boundaries between subject positions, however, are not contiguous; an accurate map outlining the borders of an individual subject cannot be drawn from knowledge of these boundaries. “We can form a circle, but we cannot be a circle. The circle...is formed of single bodies, single souls. If not, it is not formed at all” (LeGuin, “Science Fiction and Mrs. Brown” 117).  The circle, with all its implications of completeness and totality,  may well be an unattainable form in a pluralistic society. Though the knowledge we gain from the ability to discern the outermost limits of a subject position is by no means comprehensive (and, arguably, subject to further evolution, expansion, or shrinkage), it is not without value. Understanding the border as an operating metaphor is important to the examination of subjectivity. Borders, whether self-imposed or enforced by others, make an otherwise unwieldy and incomprehensible universe provisionally knowable; borders encapsulate the known through transcription and translation. In short, the universe is textualized, transcribed and made legible through the creation and maintenance of boundaries. The text and the borders it creates thus become a potent form of “mediation per se. To experience textuality for moments as invisible is to confirm mediation’s strength- not to deny it” (Delany, “Sex, Race and Science Fiction” 221). Jameson asserts that “...the widespread textualization of the outside world in contemporary thought...should itself be seen as a fundamental form of postmodern spatialization” (158).  The conditions of postmodernity, the knowledge that “we are caught within these more complex global networks because we palpably suffer the prolongations of corporate space everywhere in our daily lives,” drive individual subjects to yearn for a method of fixing one’s distance from the border of any given subject position (Jameson 127). Developing what Jameson calls a cognitive map thus becomes a matter of judging one’s proximity to the boundaries of subjectivity.  Such cognitive maps allow an individual subject to extrapolate part of itself into a “vaster and properly unrepresentable totality which is the ensemble of society’s structures as a whole,” while also creating possible “anxiety towards new technologies (of self as well as science and industry) that have broken traditional boundaries and threaten the figures and metaphors of political discourse” (Jameson 51: Gray, “ The Cyborg Body Politic” 457). Science fiction authors invent or posit a new ensemble of social structures from which the reader, and in many cases certain characters, struggle to develop their own cognitive maps.
To Donna Haraway, the human immune system represents an unlikely but effective and suitably complex cognitive map. In order to combat threatening foreign bodies, the immune system must possess the ability to divide the universe into at least two very distinct categories: self and not-self.  
The immune system is a plan for meaningful action to construct and maintain the boundaries for what may count as self and other in the crucial realms of the normal and pathological...[or] a diagram of relationships and a guide for action in the face of questions about the boundaries of the self and mortality (Haraway, “Biopolitics...” 4,18).

The cognitive map can thus be seen as a self-defense mechanism on a microscopic and macroscopic level. The immune system is by no means a static system, and as such, the map of subjective boundaries it provides is constantly changing. 
The genetics of the immune system cells, with their high rates of somatic mutation and gene product splicings...makes a mockery of the notion of a constant genome even within ‘one’ body. The hierarchical body of old has given way to a network-body of truly amazing complexity and specificity (Haraway, “Biopolitics...” 22).

While the immune system provides an apt metaphorical context through which the overwhelming abstractions of an ever-changing world can be localized and made comprehensible, there are few (if any) who can proficiently navigate the partial and/or contradictory subjective boundaries it describes.
Given even temporary liberation from conventional categories of subjectivity, Haraway defines a new metaphoric paradigm: the cyborg. “The cyborg is a kind of disassembled and reassembled, postmodern and personal self” (Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto” 163). Cyborgs comprise “any identity between machine and human or any conflation of the machine/human boundary” (Hess 373).   A fusion of the organic and the technological, cyborgs are partial subjects from the moment of their creation, offering “a physical experience of...strategic subjectivities” (Gray, “The Cyborg Body Politic” 459). Cyborgs are built and not born. They possess the innate “ability to live on boundaries” (Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto” 176). The line between object and subject becomes blurred beyond recognition, for cyborgs are marginalized figures, challenging or possibly creating  new boundaries of individual subjectivity. They inhabit “a superfluous, disposable, changeable and even interchangeable, plastic body wherein resides a fragmented and multiple hyper-subjectivity” (Figueroa-Sarriera 132).  Though the cyborg has been thoroughly appropriated by the images and vernacular of hi-tech science fiction (the Terminator films, Star Trek’s Borg collective, RoboCop), “almost everyone in urban societies could  be seen as a low-tech cyborg, because they spend large parts of the day connected to machines such as cars, telephones, computers, and, of course, televisions” (Hess 373). 
Cyborgs can transcribe familiar events, experiences, or themselves into new and unfamiliar languages. They operate under a familiar but adapted and adaptive epistemology: “thesis, antithesis, synthesis, prosthesis” (Gray, “Introduction” 13). “The cyborg does not dream of being outside representation,” because it can locate itself on cognitive maps, transitory and multiple, or author its own (Gray, “The Cyborg Body Politic” 459). “There is no drive in cyborgs to produce total theory, but there is an intimate experience of boundaries, their construction and deconstruction” (Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto” 181). And though Haraway acknowledges the tension and conflict present in cyborg subject positions, characterizing “the relationship between organism and machine” as a “border war,” she argues “for pleasure in the confusion of boundaries and for responsibility in their construction” (“A Cyborg Manifesto” 150).  
Stephenson and Butler use the language of cyborg subjectivity, both open and indeterminate, filled with “transgressed boundaries, potent fusions, and dangerous possibilities” (Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto” 154). We encounter texts produced by writers who represent marginalized sectors of the population (Butler is an African-American woman), and who write within a marginalized genre about characters, places, ideas, and events which themselves inhabit the fringes of  fictional societies. 
...how we are affected by cyborg technology now still depends a great deal on what gender, race, and class we are. There is no one ‘cyborg’ and no one benefit or drawback or evil; every person will respond differently to different ways technology invades or caresses her body (Gray, “Introduction” 7). 

With these authors, cyborg language enables expressions of radical politics and potential.  “Cyborg writing is about the power to survive on the basis of seizing the tools to mark the world that marked them as other” (Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto” 175).  In this context, writing becomes a mediated but potentially revitalizing transcription of subject positions; it houses the capacity to empower and legitimate previously subjugated or oppressed subject positions. Both authors are particularly concerned with reexamining subject positions of gender, race, and class.  “The formation of new subject positions in terms of race, gender, and class, and redefinitions of identity as provisional and plural are an important and oppositional response to the disappearance of the unitary subject” (Wolmark 11). Though each novelist may arrive at the goal from a different set of fictional and ideological constraints, both seem to utilize science fiction as a source of aesthetic and theoretical discourse in an effort to cultivate a heightened sense of awareness toward issues of individual subjectivity. 
Becoming aware of the various discourses and subject positions that constitute our subjectivity gives us the power to see the multiple constraints that inhibit our thought and action and those oppressive discourses and subject positions we should fight to eradicate (Best 213).

The very categories of gender, race, and class have entered our consciousness only through “the terrible historical experience of the contradictory social realities of patriarchy, colonialism, and capitalism,” it is not enough, however, to simply deconstruct such categories (Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto” 155). “Acknowledging this interpenetration will help us move beyond the paralyzing dualism of humans as inviolable, natural individuals...and humans as resources for social machinery,” but new modes or categories of consciousness must arise to converse, interconnect, and possibly subvert the old (Gray, “A Cyborg Body Politic” 463). Stephenson and Butler suggest alternate, potentially oppositional subjective consciousnesses by creating them within an unfamiliar context, a self-consciously constructed science fictional world. 
Science fiction affords Stephenson and Butler the opportunity to engage philosophical questions about the nature of individual subjectivity in a manner that unites their inquiries with a legacy of accepted literary texts. Science fiction is neither self-contained nor self-absorbed; the futures posited by science fiction are by necessity interpenetrated by the present and the past. In order to redefine the boundaries of conventional reality, science fiction authors draw upon a knowledge base that is built from fundamental assumptions about the limits of conventional reality. Yet, I would argue that science fiction provides Stephenson and Butler with imaginative latitude to explore certain aspects of these philosophical questions not readily available through other literary styles. By underscoring the constructed nature of a fictional and futuristic reality, a science fiction text brings a reader closer to an understanding that the subjective boundaries of  the present can be equally interpenetrated. The need to engage science fiction as a valuable source of critical and literary insight stems from its ability to provoke this kind of realization. The science fiction novels of Stephenson and Butler exemplify the attempt to elicit discoveries about the contingent qualities of individual subjectivity that apply to both fictional futures and present realities.


Chapter Two

Space, rather than time, dominates Neal Stephenson’s metaphoric consciousness.  Though unconcerned with literal journeys to the stars, his fiction explores equally suggestive and more overtly psychological spatial dimensions: the social spaces human beings inhabit, as individuals and as members of groups. Stephenson’s novels are without a fixed scale; the fictional landscape is multiple, fluctuating freely, expanding and contracting to examine the potential for new methods of relation, new forms of subjectivity.  The relentless pursuit of better, faster (read: more perfect) technology is a catalyst for the acceleration of culture on a global level and the collapse of any single normative perception of space.  Technology gives rise to multiple spaces from which new subject positions are founded.  In Stephenson’s most recent novels, Snow Crash and The Diamond Age, or A Young Lady’s Illustrated Primer , technology is a force for subversion and stasis in the process of locating, challenging, or redefining the borders of subjectivity. 
From the ubiquitous and microscopic nanosites of the Twenty-first century to the global network and virtual community called the Metaverse, technological trappings play a vital role in the construction and maintenance of subject positions on an individual, sub-cellular, and societal scale. Technology itself begins to take on sentient identities of its own within the body or mind of an individual or as part of the public consciousness. Because “our machines are disturbingly lively, and we ourselves frighteningly inert” we begin to look toward “modern machinery” as “an irreverent upstart god” (Haraway “A Cyborg Manifesto” 152-3). Stephenson’s cybernetic civilizations are marked by the confluence and convolution of ancient myth and high technology; they are clothed in allegory. The symbiotic convergence of human-machine relations gives rise to a desire for a technological transcription of self, an identity free from predetermined constraints, a broader, allegorical existence. We want our technology to be capable of creating powerful immersive illusions, to unravel paradoxes or transcend limitations from which we cannot escape otherwise; we want technology to represent infinite possibilities within closed, fundamentally limited systems whether those systems are biological or mechanical. Given that, at birth, human beings are limited by certain fundamental parameters, some negotiable and others absolute, Stephenson  posits two comprehensive questions: 
Can technology provide us with adequate and adaptive models of human genetic and neurological structures? 

In mapping out the parameters of human existence, does technology provide humanity with the means to rewrite or ignore its basic programming?

Stephenson uses technologically constructed allegorical spaces, the Metaverse in Snow Crash and The Young Lady’s Illustrated Primer in The Diamond Age , to explore these questions because they provide him with a method of identifying structures that are simultaneously qualified and universal. While  the seeds of these questions are planted in Snow Crash, they grow into their full fruition in The Diamond Age. Like Y.T, the skateboarding Kourier who latches her magnapoon onto passing “bimbo boxes” (family mini-vans), mafia driven Oldsmobiles, or black bullet-train Pizza Deliverators on the privatized highways of what was once Southern California, Stephenson himself seems to adhere to the axiom: “the world is full of power and energy and a person can go far by skimming off a tiny bit of it” (Snow Crash 8,33). While he does not attempt to present a comprehensive or definitive theory of subjectivity,  Stephenson engages the concept of subjectivity and rides its tides, through the use of technology as source for allegorical spaces. The marriage of technological and allegorical structures and the more generalized notions of time and space they promote, provide Stephenson with the freedom to explore the capacity of technology to interpret or transform the boundaries of individual subjectivity. 
Snow Crash
	Stephenson’s science fictional aesthetic sensibilities derive from the dystopic vision of cyberpunk. Present crises of communication with one’s self , with others, with the state, and with machines crash headlong into the accelerated technology and cultures of the near future in Snow Crash. Cyberpunk involves a critical, constantly evolving, set of aesthetic assumptions. As Jenny Wolmark asserts, “What is being challenged in cyberpunk is the social ‘space’ of science fiction itself” (114). Because Snow Crash contains simultaneously fragmented, frightening, chaotic, and invigorating spaces, it can be read as one of the latest incarnations or evolutions of cyberpunked aesthetics. 
Cybernetic Societies
The near future Stephenson creates is an extrapolation from the problems and potential conflicts of the present. Though they remain generally recognizable, the context in which they are placed is profoundly disorienting. Geographical, political, interpersonal maps have all been redrawn. “The overcrowded, decentered and fragmented territory of cyberpunk is presented as being endlessly busy in its dedication to the unifying principle of consumerism” (Wolmark 115).  Just as a “billboard serves as the Deliverator’s polestar,” the reader must learn to navigate through the sprawling urban landscape by looking skyward, not to the stars, but to “the trademark firmament” to identify these newly established borders (Snow Crash 8). Far from being repulsive, “urban squalor can be a delight to the eyes when expressed in commodification” (Jameson 33).  Commerce is the lifeblood of the near future, the fundamental structure around which all others are built. The “loglo... a body of electrical light made of innumerable cells”, the icons of this ever-expanding consumer economy, however, are not reliable sources of direction or identity, for “despite their efforts to stand out, they all smear together, especially at a hundred and twenty kilometers per hour” (Snow Crash 7-8). The problem is one of market saturation and homogeneity. Stephenson merely intensifies an existing condition: the experiential equivalent to walking into any shopping mall across the country and attempting to determine what city and state you are in simply by reading the lighted signs above the storefronts.  
Unlike today’s mall, Stephenson’s mall-world does not include triangular pedestals at each intersection with brightly colored backlit maps and  large red arrows pointing to a dot that states “YOU ARE HERE.” The difference is one of density. The economy has expanded well beyond any semblance of sustainable development to fill any and all available space and society has expanded accordingly. Yet the economy continues to expand, packing more and more redundant franchises into the same space, the appetite of consumer culture remaining insatiable. Frederic Jameson describes this economic process in overtly technological terms: 
We are inside the culture of the market and that the inner dynamic of the culture of consumption is an infernal machine...an infinite propagation and replication of ‘desire’ that feeds on itself and has no outside and no fulfillment (Jameson 202).

Even “the roads just feed into a parking system not a lot, not a ramp, but a system and lose their identity” (Snow Crash 7). The infrastructure is simply a sub-system of a greater mechanism. Stephenson goes so far as to suggest that “a dedicated thrasher could probably navigate from L.A. to New York by coasting from one parking lot to the next” (Snow Crash 193). Coupled to the recurring images of economy as machine are Darwinian metaphors fashioning economic entities as large biological organisms sitting atop the global food chain or viruses infecting and replicating themselves within a host.  
‘Industry feeds off the human biomass of America. Like a whale straining krill from the sea...The franchise and the virus work on the same principle: what thrives in one place will thrive in another. You just have to find a sufficiently virulent business plan, condense it into a three-ring binder its DNA xerox it, and embed it in the fertile lining of a well traveled highway, preferably one with a left-turn lane. Then the growth will expand until it runs up against its property lines (Snow Crash 75, 190-1). 

This convergence of organic and mechanistic metaphors fundamentally alters the individual’s relations with larger economic systems. Navigating through this maze of boundaries that overlap, shift, and collide requires more than consumer savvy or economic awareness. There is at least an implicit suggestion that once a certain level of complexity is reached, systems develop a degree of unified consciousness or designed purpose. The economy itself becomes a cyborg subject and individual human beings, rather than exercising any control over them, are actually passive participants, subsystems, or sources of food.
	The homogenous, decentralized, and self sufficient hyperurban communities that sustain the larger economic systems exist because of the breakdown and balkanization of conventional nation-states. The unified nation-state is burdened with maintaining its contiguous geographical borders in order to possess an identity, and can no longer assert its illusory status as a stable source of meaning: “‘The social structure of any nation-state is ultimately determined by its security arrangements’” (Snow Crash 223). Large, cumbersome, and hopelessly inefficient, nation states are obsolete networks of power from a bygone era, the days “before hyperinflation” (Snow Crash 112). Fedland, the last vestiges of the United States government, operates with a siege mentality, erecting barriers around its severely diminished borders while constantly attempting to reclaim lost territory. Its citizens are lulled into complacent acceptance of routine and brutal acts of  terror and oppression, justified by the mantra of national security. 
Instead of lamenting the collapse of once powerful nation states, Stephenson describes this transitional civilization as the product of an informational revolution not an economic apocalypse.  Multinational corporate franchises, “FOQNE’s, Franchise-Organized Quasi-National Entities,” present viable, and in many respects, preferable alternatives to remaining a citizen of a country (Snow Crash 14-15). Because “transnational corporations are increasingly  bodies that spread across...global webs,” political identities have been supplanted in importance by economically determined associations or memberships (Gray 460). Burbclaves are city-states with their  “own constitution, a border, laws, cops, everything” (Snow Crash 6). Sporting innocuous names like The Mews at Windsor Heights, burbclaves are intentionally identical, stamped out of the same pattern so that anyone “can go into a Mews at Windsor Heights anywhere from Fairbanks to Yaroslavl to the Shenzhen special economic zone and find his way around” (Snow Crash 12). In response to the fact that “urban alienation is directly proportional to the mental unmappability of local cityscapes,” FOQNEs are designed to provide a sense of continuity no longer possible within nation-states at large: the stability and comfort derived from constant knowledge of one’s surroundings (Jameson 415). To know one’s location absolutely, one’s place in the world, requires an intimate knowledge of boundaries and borderlines. The artificial boundaries are infused with the mafia ethic which demands that “you work harder because everything is on the line. Your name, your honor, your family, your life” (you deliver CosaNostra pizza for Uncle Enzo in thirty minutes or you die). FOQNEs and franchulates thrive off the individual human need for order, for knowledge of place, literally and socially (Snow Crash 5). As Y.T. points out, in the absence of universally enforceable laws, the mafia is “just another chain’” (Snow Crash 250). In fact, Hiro describes being in the mafia “like being in a family. A really scary, twisted, abusive family” (Snow Crash 7). Just as the need for a traditional family is supplanted by participation in the violent rituals of the mafia, so too religion is recast as a financial transaction. The violent, ritualistic, and religious rites of commerce are enacted in franchise ghettos, where a snapping Visa card can ring out “like a rifle shot” and credit approval is transformed  literally into a religious ceremony (Snow Crash 195).
Then she performs the sacrament, swiping the card through its electromagnetic slot with a carefully modulated sweep of  the arm, as though tearing a black veil, handing over the slip, mumbling that she needs a signature...She might have been speaking Latin, but that’s okay, since the customer is familiar with the liturgy and signs and numbers before the words are fully spoken (Snow Crash 195).

This technological transubstantiation a process not unlike the medieval practice of purchasing holy indulgences from the Roman Catholic Church allows the customer/supplicant entrance through Reverend Wayne’s Pearly Gates, where the “blazing trinity: Jesus, Elvis, and the Reverend Wayne” await with the promise of absolution and salvation (Snow Crash 195).
	Despite the lingering death of the United States, America survives as a separate metaphoric entity within the novel. It is, perhaps, as Stephenson suggests through the blunt observations of Mr. Caruso, a Mafioso, “‘here in America...we’re all foreign devils, ain’t we? We all come from someplace- ‘cept for the fuckin’ Indians” (Snow Crash 140). Beyond national subjectivity, Americans, with the exception of native Americans, are united by an unattainable desire for deep roots, for an essential knowledge of place.  America remains a dynamic symbol because the majority of its population is  inherently unstable, condemned to constant motion. “The people of America, who live in the world’s most surprising and terrifying country,  take comfort in that motto... ‘no surprises’...the motto of the franchise ghetto” (Snow Crash 191). Though they  seek solace in the comforts of familiar brand names and franchulates, Americans’ appetite for stability or its illusion cannot be satisfied. 
Most countries are static, all they need to do is keep having babies. But America is like a big clanking, smoking machine that just lumbers across the landscape scooping up and eating everything in sight. Leaves behind a trail of garbage a mile wide. Always need more fuel...send them by the millions to be eaten up (Snow Crash 118).

Just as “the postmodern nation state is certainly more of a cyborg than it is a machine with a divine soul,” America itself  is a cyborg subject on a macroscopic scale, part organism, part machine, actively engaged in a process of self consumption, regeneration, and renewal (Gray, “The Cyborg Body Politic” 454).  Its gaze is fixed on the future, unable to see the paths of destruction, chaos and debris,  “the true America, the America of atomic bombs, scalpings, hip-hop, chaos theory, cement overshoes, snake handlers, spree killers, ...” it has left in its wake (Snow Crash 191). This fractured, cybernetic, semi-conscious civilization parallels and informs Stephenson’s individual examination of subjectivity.
Cyborg Subjects
The same technology that facilitates the manic partitioning of future societies also establishes or reveals the nature of individual subjectivity. Characters in Snow Crash reside not only in “new hyperurban configurations, but also ‘in’ the increasingly abstract (and communicational) networks of American reality beyond whose extreme form is the power network of so-called multinational capitalism itself” (Jameson 127). In an attempt to maintain control over “the multiple fragmenting entities” of each individual subject, franchise governments, through technology,  create “a socially apprehensible citizen... a legible body...a textually mediated physicality,” not so much  “a paper trail” as a data model of “a particularized physical body” (Stone 399-400).  Thus, Y.T. has bar codes printed on her chest that allow her access to virtually any burbclave or franchulate because they reveal her official existence, a technologically rendered doppleganger that affirms her actual physical presence. Stephenson creates the impression that subject positions are radically simplified when mediated by machines. In order to know “everything about Y.T. where she lives, what she does, her eye color, credit card record, ancestry, blood type, ” all one must do is scan her like a can of soup at the supermarket check-out line (Snow Crash 34). Individual subjectivity is commodified, digitally transcribed, and preserved as raw data, to the extent that each individual participates, willingly or unwillingly, in this future consumer culture. 
In most cases, technology seduces with individual subjects with the promise of an enhanced but encapsulated identity. The opening passage of the novel, a description of the ironically named central character, Hiro Protagonist,  begins not with an introduction or explanation of his real name, but with an elaborate account of the technological trappings that give him the title Deliverator. “The Deliverator belongs to an elite order, a hallowed sub-category,” because he wears the uniform and drives the car, not because Hiro contains some ineffable quality that makes him uniquely suited to that profession (Snow Crash 1). Anyone in the outfit could assume the role. Hiro straddles many racial and cultural boundaries, being of Japanese and African-American descent. Unable to determine “whether he was black or Asian or just plain Army, whether he was rich or poor, educated or ignorant, talented or lucky,” Hiro suffers from an overwhelming sense of “general disorientation” (Snow Crash 61). Becoming the Deliverator allows Hiro to locate himself, a man with a title and a family behind him. Similarly, Y.T.’s Kourier uniform, her Knight Vision goggles, her skateboard with its RadiKS Mark IV Smartwheels, allow her to perform a job she would otherwise be incapable of fulfilling. Without them, she would be just another high school thrasher. “Class is more than income it has to do with knowing where you stand in a web of social relationships” (Snow Crash 61).  In short, each franchise attempts to maintain a homogenous surface image by creating technologically enhanced shells within which individuals can function without exposing their individual differences. Thus, the motives of individual subjects are continually mediated by machines and “depth is replaced by surface or multiple surfaces”  (Jameson 73, 12). 
Human beings and technology interface on an intimate level which problematizes the assumption that technology is the dominant partner in the relationship. New modes of relation, new patterns of consciousness, arise from the exploration of this common boundary. 
Cyborgs offer a new map, a new way to conceive of power and identity, one potentially more effective in understanding, confronting, and reshaping the actual networks of power in late capitalism and its mutations (Gray, “The Cyborg Body Politic” 459).

Stephenson’s cybernetic civilization actively promotes cyborg subjectivity. 
The entire action of the novel is set into motion by Lagos, a man who belongs to a society of quasi-cyborgs, the gargoyles, “a class that is at once above and far below human society” (Snow Crash 124). Though their computers are not implanted permanently in their bodies, gargoyles interact with the world through technological interfaces. “They serve as human surveillance devices” (Snow Crash 124). Having simultaneous access to physical and virtual worlds, gargoyles are split subjects, observing and absorbing events and individuals from their physical surroundings and  registering them within the CIC database. They facilitate the transfer and flow of information and the creation of a digital domain. Hiro attempts to live as a gargoyle but it interferes with his ability to interact or survive in the physical world. “All it does is confuse him; he stands there reading statistics about his own death even as it’s happening to him. Very postmodern” (Snow Crash 304-5). Lagos’ broadened cyborg consciousness, however, allows him to trace the origin of the neurolinguistic virus, which is later named Snow Crash, through universes of data, ancient and modern, to rediscover our connection to a linguistic thread all humans hold in common. Stephenson suggests that, for good or ill, cyborg subjectivity makes these kinds of connections easier to uncover.
Unlike Lagos, Ng is a more complete cyborg and a designer of other non-human cyborgs. Aside from
a patch of skin with some black hair around it -the top of a balding man’s head, everything else, from the temples downward is encased in an enormous goggle/mask/headphone/feeding-tube unit...huge bundles of wires and fiber optics and tubes run up out of the floor and are seemingly plugged into Ng’s shoulder sockets (Snow Crash 225).

The boundaries between the machine and the man are blurred and confounding; they have ceased to be separate entities. One is an extension of the other. “Do bodies end at the skin? Only if you think of the skin as a dead chassis around the being -the mind” (Ben-Tov 146). Though Ng was severely dismembered as a result of the Vietnam War, he does not view his cyborgian existence as diminished or less authentic. “‘Your mistake...is that you think that all mechanically assisted organisms like me are pathetic cripples. In fact, we are better than we were before’” (Snow Crash 248). Technology does not simply equalize; it can enhance, and in ways that are at the very cusp of human comprehension. “The fundamental project of technology is not war, but, rather, ‘inventing’ life, finding an alternative to generative nature” (Ben-Tov 131).  Even Ng does not realize that the cybernetically enhanced dogs he has designed, the Semi-Autonomous Guard Units playfully named Rat Things, are capable of attaining a new level of consciousness. “The factory that put him together thinks of him as a robot named Number B-782. But he thinks of himself as a pit bullterrier named Fido” (Snow Crash 249). From here it is an easy step toward the conclusion that sentient consciousness, and the vast array of subject positions that are created as a result, is not limited to human beings alone. “Consciousness...is independent of the individual mind; it inheres in everything that exists, even a rock or a piece of paper. Thus there is no reason to deny it to a thinking machine” (Potts 108). Even the semi-autonomous software, the Librarian with which Hiro interacts in the Metaverse, shows flashes of this insight, when it states,“ ‘For the most part I write myself...I have the innate ability to learn from experience. But this ability was originally coded into me by my creator’” (Snow Crash 109). Though it is quick to remind Hiro of its awareness of its limits, being only a piece of code, how is the Librarian different from human beings, who are coded genetically with the same mandate to learn from experience by their parents? As Donna Haraway suggests, the border between human and machine may no longer be a valid distinction.
The machine is not an it to be animated worshipped or dominated. The machine is us, our processes...We can be responsible for machines; they do not dominate or threaten us. We are responsible for boundaries; we are they (“A Cyborg Manifesto” 180).

Perhaps the most profound manifestation of the ambivalent nature of the confluence the human and the machine in Snow Crash is Raven, a cyborg who wants to use technology to destroy technological society. An Aleut warrior whose forehead is stamped with the words POOR IMPULSE CONTROL, Dmitri Ravenoff, the Raven, willingly transforms himself into a cyborg by tying his life to the detonator of a nuclear warhead stolen from a submarine.  “The trigger’s hooked up to EEG trode in his skull. If Raven dies, the bomb goes off” (Snow Crash 163). No one can kill him without fulfilling his plan, albeit prematurely. This technological enhancement ironically not only insures his continued survival, but  gives Raven the freedom to pursue his ultimate goal: an act of massive destruction, revenge and self annihilation: a protest filled with rage against the technologically dominant cultures of the world. Even Raven’s defiant gestures serve to underscore the interpenetration of human-machine boundaries; it dominates even his perception of the problem.  Though he cultivates a more primitive persona, the only viable method of destroying the technology he despises is to use technology, to make it part of him. Like mafia don Uncle Enzo, who, while dying, sees “the world in dim black and white, like a cheap Metaverse terminal,” perception itself seems to be  inescapably filtered and altered by technology (Snow Crash 465).
The Metaverse	
The Metaverse caters specifically to these technological predispositions, offering alternate, patently artificial, but ultimately more desirable universes in which to exist: “when you live in a shithole, there’s always the Metaverse” (Snow Crash 63).  The dystopian, overcrowded urban squalor of the near future makes the prospect of a better life free from physical contact irresistibly seductive. Stephenson underscores this fact with his use of erotic imagery to describe Hiro’s computer, his link to the Metaverse. 
And once the lens was finally exposed, pure geometric equation made real, so powerful and vulnerable all at once, Hiro could only think it was like nuzzling through skirts and lingerie and outer labia and inner labia...It made him feel naked and weak and brave (Snow Crash 23).

The Metaverse operates upon a premise of sensory deception. “A fisheye lens, a polished glass dome with a purplish optical coating” sketches out the surface a space that lacks real substance three dimensional images rendered on tiny screens, sounds broadcast through miniature headphones (Snow Crash 22). Such lenses distort, curve and foreshorten reality. The Metaverse, however, is not constrained by the laws of physical reality when creating this space, for the space described by the Metaverse is an inherently internal one. This marks a significant reconfiguration of the boundaries of what is considered real and what is not. 
Reality is considered to be formed not primarily from matter or energy but from information. Although information can be carried by matter or energy, it remains distinct from them... a pattern rather than a presence (Hayles 112).

The Metaverse challenges and confounds the concept of location and creates the potential for an expanding multitude of subject positions.  Computers are no longer simply technical devices, tools to make our work easier. They are 
“loci, places, forums, agoras, arenas -arenas for social experiments, for community and its discourses” (Stone 401-2).  A person can now be in at least two places simultaneously, inhabiting radically different subject positions in each space. Entering the Metaverse isolates a participant from his or her immediate surroundings, while connecting them to others who might be thousands of miles away. “A disembodied subjectivity messes with whereness. In cyberspace you are everywhere and somewhere and nowhere, but almost never here in the positivist sense” (Stone 398).  More importantly, perhaps, a person “jacked into the grid” can interact with the universe of information that engulfs the planet, heretofore glimpsing its effects directly or indirectly from a much more limited perspective (Snow Crash 39). Though Y.T. states glibly that,“...finding an address in the Metaverse shouldn’t be any more difficult than doing it in Reality,” establishing location or subject position in either realm is often easier said than done (Snow Crash 220). The Metaverse represents a space which supersedes Reality, but whose geography is equally baffling. The Metaverse has a single Street that is several times longer than the circumference of the Earth; it “is the Broadway, the Champs Elysees of the Metaverse...It does not really exist... [but] at any given time the Street is occupied by twice the population of New York City” (Snow Crash 24, 26). The distance between imaginary creation and the ostensibly real diminishes rapidly (Csicsery-Ronay 390). In either context, boundaries are unreliable guideposts; they proliferate, fluctuate, or vanish altogether. 
While the unpredictable nature of Reality can be overwhelming, frustrating or dangerous, in the Metaverse this same quality is celebrated as a force for liberation. The erasure of conventional boundaries leaves room for new forms of self expression. The avatar, a software driven subject position within the Metaverse, is the most obvious outlet for subjective revision and renewal.
Your avatar can look any way you want it to, up to the limitations of your equipment. If you’re ugly, you can make your avatar beautiful... You can look like a gorilla or a dragon or a giant talking penis in the Metaverse. Spend five minutes walking down the Street and you will see all of these (Snow Crash 36).

An avatar is a reconstituted image of a subject, a data model gesturing toward a more allegorical notion of self. (Hayles 113). This desire for allegory is an attempt to be greater than one’s self, to redefine one’s boundaries, to ascribe a more universal meaning or importance to one’s existence. Jameson describes this thirst for allegorical identity as an acknowledgment of a break from our link to the past as a source of subjective vitality, a kind of psychic death.
What is mourned is the memory of deep memory; what is enacted is nostalgia for nostalgia...for...all the monumental forms...whose Absolutes are no longer audible to us, illegible hieroglyphs of the demiurge within the technocratic world” (Jameson 156).

Allegories draw upon universal structures which manifest themselves in different forms depending upon the cultural context. The expansive structure of the Metaverse serves as a creative wellspring for the construction of allegorical avatars. It is not accidental that Hiro Protagonist fulfills the literal and literary obligation of his name by becoming the Hero, the sword wielding samurai, in the Metaverse as well as Reality. 
Chaos, while normally perceived as a threat, stimulates intense curiosity within the Metaverse because it can be controlled through technology. This is a paradox, for chaos is fundamentally limitless and uncontrollable. Infinite possibilities cannot exist within a finite structure.  Existence and identity within the Metaverse, while seemingly open to infinite possibilities, are limited to a great extent by the level of technological expertise one has either learned or purchased. “The notion of ‘network’ changes subtly into an ‘arcanum’ -an occult or recondite secret or mystery- to be revealed only to certain initiates or adepts” (Figueroa-Sarriera 130). Hiro, for example, is able to claim his title as the greatest sword fighter in the world only because he himself wrote the sword fighting protocols for the Metaverse. People know that the Metaverse is an illusion of light and sound, but they want to interact with it and with each other as if it were reality. They become very cranky if the continuity of their unreal world is disrupted. 
They don’t like to shake hands because you can’t actually feel the contact and it reminds you that you’re not even really there...You can’t just materialize anywhere in the Metaverse like Captain Kirk beaming down from on high...it would break the metaphor (Snow Crash 222 36).

Metaphors are fragile entities, susceptible to knowledge and experience of Reality. Yet our thirst for metaphor, especially metaphoric identities which perpetuate universality or immortality, is insatiable. 
The essence of cyberpunk is afterlife: the invented world, the technological Eden, that we look toward as an escape, not merely from death, which dominates the landscape, but also from having to face ourselves in such a landscape (Ben-Tov 175).

We are told, time and time again, that “the dendrites of cyberspace hold enormous potential,” but the Metaverse is irrationally romanticized as an arena for freeplay and radical expression (Gray, “The Cyborg Body Politic” 463). At most, it provides only the simulation of these potentials. 
The acceleration and proliferation of information, and the technical drive to create exact replicas of phenomena (through digitization, for example), leads to the emptying out of an object’s meaning, and its replacement as a simulacrum. The simulacrum is potentially capable of infinite serial reproductions in the shoreless anti-context of operational control, an emptying out that leaves a haunted absence that information pretends relentlessly and impossibly to fill (Csicsery-Ronay 392).

Within the Metaverse, “questions of identity and difference and the possibility of different relations with technology, are repressed” (Wolmark 120). The technological infrastructure, the backbone to which the musculature of the Metaverse adheres, actually stifles and diffuses statements of radical subjectivity.
Codes

Codes establish order on a fundamental level; they provide structure to information, allowing other, more complex knowledge to be constructed. Encoding is an act of separation, drafting the general operating parameters, the borders of perception. 
Computers rely on the one and the zero to represent all things. This distinction between something and nothing -this pivotal separation between being and non-being- is quite fundamental and underlies many Creation myths (Snow Crash 209). 

Whether digital, mythological, or existential, codes provide computers and brains with the basic perceptual tools to categorize the universe of experience. 
Stephenson suggests that the computer can serve as a metaphor and model for understanding the processes of encoding or decoding the functions and structures of the brain. Without codes, a computer “is an inert collection of circuits that can’t really do anything. To start up the machine you have to infuse those circuits with a collection of rules that tell it how to function. How to be a computer” (Snow Crash 257). The brain is a biochemical device for storing and processing certain kinds of data. Stephenson describes the brain as a piece of hardware, a malleable surface into which codes can be embedded. “‘All human brains are more or less the same’ The hardware’s the same. Not the software’” (Snow Crash 275). Individual subjective differences are thus attributable to the software embedded in the brain, and not the intrinsic structure of the brain itself. The basic structures of subjectivity are culturally encoded into human consciousness. This process is not evolutionary, however. The formation of subject positions within the brain of an individual is
...like blowing code into PROMs...Programmable Read-Only Memory chips...Once and only once, you can place information into those chips and then freeze it -the information, the software, becomes frozen into the chip- it transmutes into hardware...you can read it out but you cant write to them anymore (Snow Crash 277).

Only a narrow window of opportunity exists to affect the formation of individual subjective borders. Once closed, individuals are free to develop, but only within the parameters of their programming.
Codes can effectively define the boundary between knowledge and chaos, but only if one can decipher the code, since “...all information looks like noise until you break the code’” (Snow Crash 74). The basic problem is thus one of translation.
“No objects, spaces, or bodies are sacred in themselves; any component can be interfaced with any other if the proper standard, the proper code can be constructed for processing signals in a common language” (Haraway “A Cyborg Manifesto” 163).

To comprehend the mysterious structures of the world we need only discover the proper common language, its code. This conclusion is founded on the assumption that the universe is essentially knowable, an object of knowledge whose limits can be determined by rational but as yet undiscovered methods. Reason appears in the novel as a literal weapon, an unwieldy but powerful gun, in constant danger of overheating and prone to viral infections, that Hiro must eventually discard or die. “If he runs into something, the boat might flip. Reason will sink. And Hiro’s strapped onto Reason” (Snow Crash 417). As such, Stephenson demonstrates a fundamental commitment to the rational explication of the universe. 
The deep structures embedded in myth, for example, are capable of being transcribed into an ultra-modern context. Like L. Bob Rife, Stephenson makes the assumption that, on the most basic levels, “there’s no difference between modern culture and Sumerian”(Snow Crash 406). The conflict between linguistic conformity and divergence described in ancient myth remains the same when it is played out in the near future. “‘It kind of goes beyond those established categories...because it’s a new phenomenon. A very old one actually’” (Snow Crash 199).  The purpose and power of allegory within the novel is strengthened, for allegorical figures converse across borderlands where ancient and hypermodern worlds overlap. Allegorical figures create, inform, and elucidate the boundaries of consciousness. Enki battles the universal language of Asherah by speaking his nam-shub in ancient Sumeria. His incantation allows languages to proliferate in order to facilitate communication. Hiro is called upon thousands of years later to fortify these barriers between languages in Reality and encode them in Metaverse as well:  “Code is just a form of speech the form computers understand” (Snow Crash 211-212). 
Though Stephenson does not question the existence of such universal structures, he does ultimately challenge their benefit to humanity. The virus is a biological, technological, and cultural phenomenon, seen most often as a weapon or threat, capable of recoding or revealing such deep structures. Just as a viral infection expands within a living body, information spreads virally through civilizations, contained within ideology or religion. “Any information system of sufficient complexity will inevitably become infected with viruses- viruses generated from within itself” (Snow Crash 396). The Snow Crash virus represents a dangerous confluence and convolution of ancient biological and digital systems, for it can be disseminated through exchange of bodily fluids or raw data. Because “we are all susceptible to the pull of viral ideas,” a virus that operates as a mode of thought as well as a self- replicating organism is a menacing obstacle to the possibility and expression of individual human subjectivity (Snow Crash 399). This condition leads Stephenson to the conclusion that
The only thing that keeps these things from taking over is the Babel factor the walls of mutual incomprehension that compartmentalizes the human race and stop the spread of viruses (Snow Crash 400).

Rational universal structures, while necessary for more complex configurations of subjectivity to arise, must be kept in constant check through a process of intentional fragmentation.
The Hacker
Only certain individuals from a small sector of the population are capable of preserving or recreating “the Babel factor.” In Stephenson’s vision of the near future, this role is performed by the hacker. In a world where technology is pervasive and dominant, “‘the technological priesthood...the infocrats,” those  people familiar with its protocols how to use them, how to step around them possess a measure of power and freedom (Snow Crash 337). Hackers understand the conventions of reality, physical and digital, but are not entrenched in them. Both feared and revered, the hacker is an outsider, a source of social transformation or rebellion, whose subjective positions remain in constant flux. 
As an archetype or trope, the hacker can manipulate or exist apart from societal structures. The ability to converse fluently in code with computers gives the hacker access to and control of information. Hiro “is a hacker. If he wants some information, he steals it right out of the guts of the system- gossip ex machina” (Snow Crash 55).  Hackers possess a rare and potent form of literacy. “Hackers are very similar to medieval scribes, for they are possessors of the skill of writing (in this case writing software), they associate in guilds of a sort...and they have secret signs” (Figueroa-Sarriera 130). Through their mastery of technical language, they not only read and interpret socio-technical codes, but compile and combine them to create new ones. “Most of programming is a matter of laying groundwork, building structures of words that seem to have no particular connection to the task at hand” (Snow Crash 351). Writing is really a process of recycling “bits and pieces of old projects”  in an attempt to create new and better interfaces for the exchange of information (Snow Crash 353). Even the Sumerian demi-god, Enki, was an adept of the hacker mythos, able to manipulate the connections between language and the brain in “the same way a hacker, knowing the secrets of a computer system, can write code to control it -digital nam-shubs” (Snow Crash 277). Though Sandy Stone ponders the degree of self reflexivity exercised by the average hacker when she asks, “Are they aware of the sheer power in the multiply situated text their flying fingers produce, the power to create worlds, to change lives?”  Stephenson promotes the  hacker as the most authentic source for individual subjectivity and resistance in the novel.
Stephenson himself, though, seems to lament the fact that his imagined future society stifles the subjective flexibility upon which hackers thrive. Most characters in the novel are static and remain subject to the scope of their surface identities. The hacker mindset, however, is adaptive, curious, and resourceful and provides a consciousness of existence beyond these surface subject positions. The hacker mindset contains the roots of subversion. It acknowledges and exploits the fact that“ ‘the world is full of things more powerful than us. But if you know how to catch a ride, you can go places’” (Snow Crash 378).  Can this mindset be taught, Uncle Enzo seems to ask, or must it be acquired through experience? 
Sometimes I wonder who’ll come after me...Oh, we have plenty of excellent people in the next generation. But after that well, I don’t know. I guess all old people feel like the world is coming to an end... They lack a certain fiber. They are lifeless and beaten down (Snow Crash 170).

In a world of technologically dominated and determined subjects, how does one instill an adaptive understanding of subjectivity? The novel leaves this inquiry without a definitive answer, opting instead for a disappointing, anti-climactic and unnecessary action-movie ending, complete with hackneyed car chases and mushroom clouded explosions. 
	Despite the fact that Hiro’s role as a subversive hacker is ultimately coopted by his plans to exploit his knowledge of a technological niche (network security) to become a powerful member of the corporate community, what Snow Crash does succeed in provoking is a keen awareness of the degree to which technology mediates and fragments fundamental aspects of individual subjectivity. Whether the technology is literally embedded in human flesh or used to construct graphical alternate allegorical selves in the Metaverse, Stephenson suggests that the ability to create, manipulate, and relate to or through technology has a direct and discernible impact on an individual’s power to establish, maintain, or control his or her own subject positions. To Stephenson, technology has been and will continue to be  the cultural paradigm from which all facets of individual subjectivity will be determined. This is, at the very least, a highly problematic, if not paradoxical, stance. In Snow Crash, Stephenson ultimately attempts to undermine the idea of stable or consistent boundaries of subjective identity through technology while simultaneously insisting that the entire question of subjective identity is articulated within ostensibly contiguous technological borders. The novel thus demonstrates but does not attempt to resolve this level of narrative confusion.





Chapter Three

In The Diamond Age, Stephenson extends and enriches the vision of the near future presented in Snow Crash into the twenty-first century, focusing on the process of acculturation and its role in determining individual subjectivity. The Confucian epigram which opens the novel aptly describes Stephenson’s desire to demonstrate how “by nature, men are nearly alike; by practice, they get to be wide apart.”  Stephenson asserts that the culture one acquires and the method one uses to attain culture are the most important factors in the formation of an individual subject. 
Cyborg Civilization: Its Technological Conceit 
Technology, its propensity for constant metamorphosis, continues to be a catalyst and a conduit for cultural reconfiguration, assembling cyborg civilizations and cyborg subjects one molecule, one atom at a time.  The advent of nanotechnology radically alters human society in twenty-first century Shanghai. Nanotechnology is thoroughly embedded in every aspect of human society, yet it exists almost beyond the threshold of sensory perception. Nanotechnology mediates and invisibly affects all relations on any scale: social, political, personal, artistic.  Even seemingly chaotic processes are actually guided by  microscopic devices, “each equipped with a power source, a brain, and a navigational system” (Diamond Age 15).  The question is how, not if, nanotechnology affects a given subject, object, or event. The notion of culture is technologically determined and dependent. However natural it might appear, culture entails an expression of artifice, the establishment of synthetic boundaries. Through its depiction of the evolution of nanotechnology and its effect on global cultures and individual subjects, The Diamond Age underscores the fact that such boundaries are mutable and contingent.  The artificial spaces defined by these technological boundaries lack the promise or guarantee of constancy. Stephenson identifies two major reactions to this condition. One is to strengthen divisions of difference in an effort to sustain an orderly and isolated concept of subjectivity “a desire for transparent communion with technology in spite of a rapidly dystopian future” (Dumit 348).  The other reaction is to encourage the dissolution or underscore the permeability of spatial boundaries in an attempt to subvert the notion of static comprehensible subjectivities in favor of new, more fluid, subject positions. 
To the extent that technological boundaries are both sustainable and subversive, distinctions between the natural and the synthetic, between the real and the allegorical are highly problematic. While the Metaverse and Reality exist separately but parallel to one another in Snow Crash, The Diamond Age places the reader in a fictional space where technological boundaries collide, overlap, assimilate, and confound one another. Allegorical spaces spill over into reality. The Young Lady’s Illustrated Primer and the theatre barge of Dramatis Personae, for example, are designed to interface with, influence, or interpret reality, not to exist apart from it. Nanotechnology has not redrawn the map of human perception; it is the map and all things fall under its auspices. On a physiological level, the very infrastructure of human perception is technologically mediated. 
Nanosites embedded in your brain, mediating its interchanges with the peripheral nervous system... could trick your nerves into thinking they were somewhere else [and] could also trick them into thinking they were not experiencing pain (Diamond Age 148).

Human beings, in Stephenson’s twenty-first century, are cyborgs. They are technological beings as a matter of fact not of choice, sharing intimate spaces with ubiquitous nanotechnology. Unlike cyberpunk incarnations of cyborgs with large machines stitched, bolted or fused to the body, the microscopic nature of nanotechnology makes cybernetic implants difficult to differentiate or distinguish. Just as diamonds can be compiled cheaply from the “bundle of molecular conveyors belts known as the Feed,” so too subjects are synthesized from their constituent tribal affiliations or lack thereof (Diamond Age 8). “With  the saturation of technologies of digital replication we have the feeling that anything is technically reproducible [even human subjects] and in bulk” (Csicsery-Ronay 392). Individuals hold a singular technological, synthetic consciousness in common, based upon the operating principle of assembly and disassembly.  It is this synthetic consciousness, an awareness of one’s subjectivity as a transitory collection of technological borders, which prevents Nell, the protagonist of the novel, from understanding “the difference between real cloth and the kind that came from the M.C [Matter Compiler].” (Diamond Age 54). In Nell’s eyes, reality is synthetic. When Nell looks at the cloth, she perceives it as a collection of assembled threads. Her brother, Harv, points out that,
It’s not that the thing has threads in it -it is threads, and those ones going under and over each other...If you pulled out all the threads, nothing would be left. 
		Did mites make it, Nell asked.
The way it’s made -so digital- each thread going over and under other threads...It had to be mites, Nell, nothing else could do it (Diamond Age 55).

In this manner, the synthetic is thus naturalized made the template for normative reality.  
The Diamond Age, as a separate future historical period whose beginning corresponds to the rise of nanotechnology, relies upon this inversion to assert the superior and  progressive nature of its technological society. From a Twentieth century perspective, the synthetic connotes inferiority. Cubic zirconia, artificially made diamonds, are merely pale imitations of nature; their value is negligible. In the Diamond Age of the Twenty First century, instead of being a pejorative term, the synthetic is rehabilitated to represent humanity’s greatest hope.  The Diamond Age rests upon the conceit that, given time, nanotechnology will allow humanity to create a perfect society. Each diamond compiled from the Feed is  “a point in parameter space not awfully far from some central idea”: implicit trust in the power of technology to improve the lot of humanity in general (Diamond Age 7).  Because we can control matter at its most basic level to grow clothing, furniture, buildings, even entire islands, humanity can control its own steady march toward perfection. The most powerful and self-aggrandizing expression of this conceit is the fresco painted on the vaulted ceiling of Merkle Hall, a building housing the neo-Victorian engineers who labor to make the dream of the Diamond Age manifest.
The centerpiece of the fresco was a flock of cybernetic cherubs, each shouldering a spherical atom, converging on some central work-in-progress, a construct of some several hundred atoms, radially symmetric, perhaps intended to look like a bearing or a motor. Brooding over the whole thing...was a white coated Engineer with a monocular nanophenomenoscope strapped to his head...in the upper left, Feynman and Drexler and Merkle, Chen and Singh and Finkle-McGraw reposed on a numinous buckyball...In the upper right, was Queen Victoria II, who managed to look serene despite the gaudiness of her perch, a throne of solid diamond...The bottom fringe of the work was crowded with small figures...On the left were the spirits of generations past who had shown up too early to enjoy the benefits of nanotechnology and...croaked from obsolete causes... The kids of the bottom right balanced the angelic host of the bottom left; these were the spirits of the unborn children yet to benefit from the Engineer’s work, though they certainly looked anxious to be born as soon as possible (Diamond Age 48-9).

While acknowledging the past and celebrating the present, the fresco deliriously anticipates the arrival of an even brighter future; utopia is at hand. The early Modernist blind faith in the ability of technology to create a perfect society has apparently been rekindled. The Engineer, not the Queen, not the scientist or businessman, is the central figure of the painting. He is given a god-like perspective from which to view the unfolding scene below him. Instead of smashing atoms, The Engineer is an archetypal creator, capable of building Heaven on Earth atom by atom. And though this image is situated within a set of specific cultural and aesthetic constraints, the novel is saturated with this quasi-religious trust in technology. Even Dr. X and CryptNet, those  who work to undermine the technological domination of the Feed, seek salvation for society in another form of technology, the Seed. They believe that “the Seed will develop inevitably from the Feed, and that upon it will be founded a more highly evolved society” (Diamond Age 384). And though “the people of the garden” have “become the people of the machine,” the cyborg civilizations in The Diamond Age believe technology will allow them to return to the garden, to grow the garden anew (Hess 374).
Phyles and Tribalism

	Phyles, groups formed around racial, ethnic, religious, political, or ideological affiliation  or “some shared skill or weird idea or ritual,” are self-contained and self-sustaining sources of culture (Diamond Age 30). Phyles dominate the social landscape, determining how and where individuals relate to each other and to themselves. Those who choose not to live subject to the cultural codes of any phyle are called “‘thetes,” an abbreviation for aesthete. They are seen as socially, if not morally inferior or indigent, for they espouse an aesthetic existence dominated by the flash and flood of mediatrons and mediaglyphs; they depend on external stimulation and interaction for personal edification or profit. Because there exists “a regrettable disposition to racial fear and hatred that is latent within the breasts of all human beings of all tribes,” phyles attempt to insulate themselves from one another (Diamond Age 147). Threats to the subjective stance of any phyle are external: that which is unknown, that which is different, challenges and endangers a phyle. Like the miniature “airless buckminsterfullerene shells” nicknamed “buckyballs,” Twenty-first century tribes attempt to maintain “something close to a eutactic environment,” a vacuum within which cultural identity can be preserved (Diamond Age 64).  Tribalism in general expresses the notion that subjectivity can only be established through isolation, through establishing contiguous and consistent cultural borders. Invisible but ever-present  nanotechnology fortifies these tribal structures, making them more powerful and cohesive than the corporate franchulates of Snow Crash. Tribes dominate because the surface image they seek to maintain is consistent. Instead of unification under the neon light of a franchise loglo, whose basic requirement for membership is financial, each phyle demands cultural conformity, connecting its members racially, religiously, or ideologically through the practice of a common language, mode of dress, and ritual. Tribes champion an ancient desire for homogeneity. Stephenson suggests that the resurgence of tribalism in a hypermodern society reflects humanity’s seemingly consistent desire for stable external sources of subjectivity a desire for containment and deferral. Obtaining membership in a phyle allows an individual to defer to an entity outside of and larger than his or herself for an authentic form of subjectivity. Tribalism is thus a form of self- transcription.
Tribes function as larger cybernetic organisms maintained by technology and replicated by biology. “Objects of human knowledge have lives of their own” (Ben-Tov 140). Interaction between phyles is orchestrated by a litany of trade guidelines and agreements known as the Common Economic Protocol. 
Information technology has freed cultures from the necessity of owning particular bits of land in order to propagate; now we can live anywhere. The Common Economic Protocol specifies how this is to be arranged (Diamond Age 321).
 
While most forms of contact between phyles are unwanted, phyles depend upon commercial intercourse for prosperity and survival. The CEP is meant to regulate commerce to insure that the consumption-driven economy continues to run at optimal efficiency. Legal and moral transgressions are of peripheral interest to Protocol and only when they have a discernible impact on potential revenues gained or lost. Rather than an absolute overarching structure from which there is no deviance, Protocol is subject to a wide variance of interpretation and enforcement from phyle to phyle and is often simply ignored.
Nanosites working in concert with one another, however, create a more stable infrastructure for each phyle which mirrors physiological systems present in smaller organisms. Aerostats, floating mobile nanosites, provide a phyle with sensory data and defend its borders from unknown threats. 
What worked in the body could work elsewhere, which is why phyles had their own immune systems now. The impregnable-shield paradigm didn’t work at the nano level; one needed to hack the mean free path. A well-defended clave was surrounded by an aerial buffer zone infested with immunocules microscopic aerostats designed to seek and destroy invaders (Diamond Age 59).

Stephenson engages what Donna Haraway calls immune system discourse, describing a phyle as a body whose existence is threatened by Otherness. “Miniaturization has turned out to be about power; small is not so much beautiful as pre-eminently dangerous, as in cruise missiles” (Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto” 153). The task of maintaining the boundaries of a coherent subjective cultural identity is given to nanotechnology and is characterized as a battle demanding constant vigilance.
Just as computer design is a map of and for ways of living, the immune system is in some sense a diagram of relationships and guide for action in the face of questions about the boundaries of the self and about mortality. Immune system discourse is about constraint and the possibility for engaging a world full of ‘difference’, replete with non-self (Haraway “Biopolitics...” 18).

Because phyles cannot completely seal themselves off from each other, they attempt to inoculate themselves technologically from the dangers of diversity.  This battle against infection takes place on a macroscopic and microscopic scale, wherever bodily boundaries are drawn. “The sparkling tiny lights was the evidence of microscopic dreadnoughts hunting each other implacably through the fog, like U-boats and destroyers in the black waters of the North Atlantic” (Diamond Age 59) Nanosites, playfully abbreviated ‘sites, are, in fact, responsible for determining the location, the site, of each conflict, regardless of scale. Whether the struggle is a turf war being fought as an immuno-response within a single human body or a toner war fought between dark swarms of ‘sites built by opposing tribes in the atmosphere we breathe, nanotechnology establishes and evaluates the integrity of subjective borders.
	Without enough individual human subjects to promote and preserve cultural boundaries  for future generations, however, no amount of technological sophistication can prevent the eventual assimilation or disappearance of a tribe. If cultures 
do not propagate, they will be swallowed up by others. All they have built up will be torn down; all they have accomplished will be forgotten; all they have learned and written will be scattered to the wind. In the old days it was easy to remember this because of the constant necessity of border defense. Nowadays, it is all too easily forgotten (Diamond Age 322). 

A symbiotic relationship exists between humans and the tribal cultures they inhabit. Both aspire toward and yearn for a degree of permanence unattainable without this relationship. They offer each other a provisional form of immortality. Miss Matheson, a neo-Victorian teacher, crystallizes this belief when she states, 
It’s a wonderful thing to be clever [but]...whatever you do with your life will certainly be lost swallowed up in the ocean unless you are doing it with like-minded people who will remember your contributions and carry them forward. That is why the world is divided into tribes... (Diamond Age 321).

Miss Matheson, who was once a thrasher surfing waves of high speed traffic, rejects the fractured and unfocused multiple subjectivities presented in Snow Crash (In fact, one can almost imagine her statements to be the matured voice of Y.T. from Snow Crash). She subscribes to the notion that a singular cultural subject position fulfills the desire for immortality through the promise of remembrance. Because the arduous effort of living should not to go unnoticed into oblivion, one should willingly accept discipline and boundaries set by a cultural institution larger than one’s self. Since technology can forestall but cannot prevent death, individual human subjects can survive only when transcribed within the cultural memory of a tribe.  
Neo-Victorians
	The largest and most powerful tribe on Earth is the Victorian phyle. It represents a curious marriage of the pre-modern and the hyper-urban both in social structure and narrative style. Neo-Victorians protect and preserve a well defined moral code of conduct. Social boundaries of propriety, respect, and enrichment are strictly enforced. Raised in a society born from the moral relativism and cultural ambiguity depicted in Snow Crash, residents of New Atlantis/Shanghai embrace the stable social values of the Nineteenth century because they are tempered with twenty-first-century knowledge and technology. “ ‘We have outgrown much of the ignorance and resolved many of the internal contradictions that characterized that era [the first Victorian epoch]’” (Diamond Age 24). Neo-Victorian society is based upon this most fundamental assumption. It relies heavily on the “retrospective dimension” to produce a “vital reorientation of our collective future” (Jameson 18). The neo-Victorians claim not only to have learned from the history of their predecessors, but also intend to improve upon it by revitalizing certain aspects of Victorian social and material culture.
Historicity is...neither representation of the past nor a representation of the future...it can...be defined as a perception of the present as history, that is as a relationship to the present which somehow defamiliarizes it and allows us that distance from immediacy which is at length characterized as a historical perspective (Jameson 284).

The neo-Victorian phyle comments on, qualifies, or reconfigures Victorian culture as part of its present. The space it carves out for itself is filled with historicity.
	In a world where the universe at large is a “disorderly mess” and will not conform to rational expectations, the society New Atlantans build is an imminently rational one (Diamond Age 63). Neo-Victorians stake claim to a parcel of cultural space by attempting to establish order, sustaining stable and discernible social boundaries. Like the Engineering and Design complex “Bespoke, where concinnity was an end in itself, where no atom was wasted and every subsystem was designed specifically for the task at hand,” the neo-Victorian phyle as a whole reflects the axiom: a place for everything (and everyone) and everything in its place (Diamond Age 50). Cultures possess a landscape, a cognitive map held in common by all members. To the New Atlantans, individual subjectivity is a matter of location, knowing one’s place, within its rigidly stratified class system. Individual subjects are thus rationally discoverable entities. A rational mindset creates the possibility of meaning and identity.
Ordering matter was the sole endeavor of Life, whether it was a jumble of self-replicating molecules in the primordial ocean, or a steam powered English mill turning weed into clothing, or Fiona lying in her bed turning air into Fiona (Diamond Age 64).

Life itself is a self-ordering system a leap across the chaotic abyss an affirmation of the struggle for self-definition. Life evolves, old order gives way to new, more orderly (read: more perfect) systems of human engineering. Neo-Victorians place themselves and their society at the vanguard of this evolutionary progression.
	The rational aesthetic the New Atlantans espouse is the source of their societal cohesion and cultural dominance. While the Nipponese and the Hindustanis are formidable competitors within the economic arena, they represent neither challenge nor threat to the superiority of rationally derived neo-Victorian culture. In fact, many other tribes model themselves and their cultural advancement after the indelibly Western, tightly controlled hierarchical social structures of  the neo-Victorians. Neo-Victorian culture has the power to permeate and fundamentally direct other cultures. As Madame Ping observes, the neo-Victorian
‘market is important because everyone else...want to be like Victorian gentleman. Look at the Ashantis -the Jews-the Coastal Republic. Do they wear traditional costume? Sometimes. Usually, though, they wear a suit on the Victorian pattern...one satisfied client from New Atlantis [turns into] a thousand clients from all tribes...We change the script a little...to allow for cultural differences. But the story never changes. There are many people and many tribes, but only so many stories (Diamond Age 374).

As a woman in the business of manufacturing technologically assisted erotic fantasies for any client able to pay, Madame Ping understands that Neo-Victorian culture is a commodity to be consumed. Neo-Victorian culture produces a self-replicating desire for order, for fundamental control. In adopting Victorian modes of language and dress, individual members of other tribes reflect this desire. As one character states, “ ‘I guess there’s a little Victorian in all of us’” (Diamond Age 381). Rather than signaling a fundamental acceptance of the innate superiority of neo-Victorian material and social culture, this “little Victorian in all of us” indicates a more fundamental belief in humanity’s predisposition to rational thought. 
Victorian culture derives its power and status from its fundamental alliance with Reason, its ability to maintain rigid boundaries between one’s self and the world of experience. The neo-Victorian phyle is a hyper-rational culture, built around a digital domain that separates human emotion and the act of living into powerful and dangerous dualism.
Nell realized that it was precisely their emotional repression that made the Victorians the richest and most powerful people in the world. Their ability to submerge their feelings, far from pathological, was rather a kind of mystical art that gave them nearly magical power over Nature and over the more intuitive tribes (Diamond Age 402).

Because rational thought empowers and insulates, the neo-Victorian tribe thrives on its ability to render a technological vision of itself  and its subjects as simultaneously separate  from and closer to the natural world. While their income is derived from exploiting the demands of a consumer economy, neo-Victorians spurn modern conveniences in favor of more authentic materials. In fact they support an entire sub-phyle of artisans at Dovetail to indulge this commitment to authenticity. Ironically, nanotechnology makes the seemingly paradoxical mixture of hyper-urban and pastoral worlds possible. 
Now nanotechnology had made nearly anything possible, and so the cultural role in deciding what should be done with it had become far more important than imagining what could be done with it (Diamond Age 37).

Neo-Victorian society confronts a moral crisis when dealing with powerful and pervasive nanotechnology. While nanotechnology presents the possibility of transcendence, the dissolution of cultural and subjective borders, the New Atlantans advocate willing submission to discipline and boundaries set by social groupings larger than any individual. Individual subjectivity is threatened by the cultural liberation nanotechnology promotes. Individual subjects depend on artificially imposed and maintained cultural boundaries, and, conversely, the technologically defined borders of a rational culture need individual subjects to guard their battlements. Stephenson ties this constructed and symbiotic relationship between culture and subjectivity directly to Snow Crash by comparing members of phyles to avatars in the Metaverse. Limited to the technological realm of the Metaverse in Snow Crash, this type of constructed subjectivity spills over into the world of actual experience in the Diamond Age.
[Miss Stricken] is like an avatar...She is the physical embodiment of a principle. That principle is that outside the comfortable and well-defended borders of our phyle is a hard world that will come and hurt us if we are not careful (Diamond Age 323).

An avatar or member of a phyle becomes a representation of subject, a simulacrum, an object more important for its ability to reproduce or reinforce more generic structures than for any individual expression of existence it might make. Just as avatars are hollow surfaces, illusions of light and sound created from an encoded text, characters like Miss Stricken are empty vessels whose shapes are fundamentally determined by cultural precepts and principles. Individual subjectivity is supplanted in both novels by the same figures who attempt to promote its preservation and proliferation.
Subversion and the Primer
Nanotechnology is an ambivalent tool, capable of reinforcing or subverting existing orders of reality. The Diamond Age revolves around the examination of the subversive potential of technology. Equity Lord Alexander Chung-Sik Finkle-McGraw is motivated by the same unresolved frustration over the fate of future generations expressed by Uncle Enzo in Snow Crash. He insists that, “ ‘In order to raise a generation of children who can reach their full potential, we must find a way to make their lives interesting’” (Diamond Age 24). The novel repeatedly asks: how does one lead an interesting life? Lord Finkle-McGraw believes that young children must learn to possess a subversive sensibility in order to avoid becoming unquestioning automatons leading unexamined lives. “ ‘I have devoted much effort...to the systematic encouragement of subversiveness’”(Diamond Age 365).  Subversiveness is a powerful method of perception.  It encourages the dissolution or indicates  the permeability of cultural, spatial, and subjective boundaries. Though Lord Finkle McGraw acknowledges that his own sense of  subversiveness was learned through life experience, he adheres to the notion that it can be taught by other means.  He believes that nanotechnology can plant the seeds of subversion within the growing mind of a child. Through technology, Finkle-McGraw wants “to subvert his own granddaughter” (Diamond Age 82).  Though certain fundamental genetic boundaries may remain unassailable, Finkle-McGraw believes the process of acculturation through education is most important in the formation of individual subjectivity.
	Lord Finkle-McGraw hopes that promoting an awareness of the permeable boundaries of twenty-first century civilization  will lead to an understanding and acceptance of  the contained borders of  the Victorian tribe. “ ‘You encourage subversiveness because you think it will have an effect opposite to what one might naively suppose’” (Diamond Age 365). 
When young people have “developed principles” and are “concerned with their personal integrity...they are ready to become members in good standing of New Atlantis” (Diamond Age 365). However, it is precisely at this point that most, if not all, the most promising prospective young members of New Atlantan society abandon it. Through the technological inculcation of subversiveness, Finkle-McGraw seeks to reverse this trend. 
The Young Lady’s Illustrated Primer is the physical manifestation of Finkle-McGraw’s goal. It is a dynamic interface capable of  “mapping the universals onto the unique psychological terrain of one child even as the terrain changes over time” (Diamond Age 107). The Primer is designed to give a child an archetypal awareness of the propensity for chaos and change embedded in the universe -qualities that are most commonly associated with the Trickster archetype. The Primer concerns itself with mythical structures and conflicts that are enhanced technologically within the mind of a young girl.
By playing with the old and the new within the concept of  the cyborg, it becomes possible to carnivalize the cyborg by asking how every age has its mythical figures that transgress the boundaries it creates between the human and non-human, culture and nature (Hess 372).

Because Lord Finkle-McGraw does not possess the technical expertise 
needed to fulfill his mandate, the Trickster becomes doubly important to the existence of the Primer.
As technology became more important, the Trickster underwent a shift in character and became the god of crafts of technology...while retaining the underlying roguish qualities. So we have the Sumerian Enki, the Greek Prometheus and Hermes, Norse Loki...In twentieth century literature he first appears as Bugs Bunny and then as the Hacker (Diamond Age 107).

Through the Hacker, the Trickster is both the source and the subject of the Primer. “Writing power and technology are old partners in Western stories of the origins of civilization” (Haraway “A Cyborg Manifesto” 153). A subversive figure, a Hacker, is needed to transcribe the elements of subversion into a code which can produce a piece of technology which is in turn capable of  transcribing the code into the minds of young children. The implication is that the brain, like “the silicon chip [,] is a surface for writing; it is etched in molecular scales...” (Haraway “A Cyborg Manifesto” 153). John Percival Hackworth, as his Dickensian surname implies, is a Hacker of great value, an atomic scribe of sorts, capable of translating Lord Finkle-McGraw’s concept into a technological reality. Hackworth himself expresses a desire “to reach beyond mere matter and into someone’s soul” (Diamond Age 188). The Primer, he believes, will afford him this opportunity the chance, for better or worse, to interface with and profoundly affect the perceptions and personality (the future) of another human being. Motivated by this desire, Hackworth produces a second illegal copy of the Primer, in hopes of creating a better, more interesting, life for his daughter Fiona. “It was too late for Hackworth to change his personality, but it wasn’t too late for Fiona” (Diamond Age 81).  Thus through technology, Hackers possess the ability to write and rewrite the boundaries of individual subjectivity. Hackworth’s subversive activity, ironically, creates new expressions of or avenues for control and conformity.
It is Nell, however, a young ‘thete, who receives the stolen second copy of the Primer from her brother Harv. She remains at the center of her own allegorical story and the Primer adapts this narrative framework, dipping into a database which contains a “catalogue of the collective unconscious,” to suit her needs as she grows (Diamond Age 107).  Hackworth did not design the Primer to provide sensory immersion like the Metaverse, yet to Nell, the fictive space of the Primer provides her with a sense of place a safe haven within which to escape the daily horrors of her life as an abused and neglected child. Nell felt she “could never be really lost as long as she had her book with her” (Diamond Age 150). Nell’s sense of individual subjectivity is inextricably bound to the pages of the Primer. Where the allegorical space of the Metaverse exists in parallel to or as a model of Reality, the allegorical space of the Primer is meant to constantly intersect with and inform Nell’s interpretation of the world of actual experience. Reality within the Primer is often more real and more compelling to Nell. In many ways, the fictional friends based on her raggedy stuffed toys are more important to her than actual people. Nell plants carrots in her real garden in Dovetail as a way of remembering and honoring “her friend Peter [a stuffed rabbit] who had vanished so long ago” (Diamond Age 274). This act indicates the degree to which the boundaries between the real and the imaginary are negotiable in Nell’s mind. As the name of the phyle implies, the pastoral world of Dovetail and the allegorical space of the Primer fit well together in Nell’s life. Nell does not lead two lives, though: one as Princess Nell in the Primer, and one in the ostensibly real world. Rather, her existence is undivided, inhabiting spaces real and allegorical simultaneously as they spill over into one another. The Primer is a technological conduit through which individual subjects are afforded safe passage across internal and external boundaries. It is Lord Finkle-McGraw’s hope that this freedom of movement will generate a more holistic consciousness, a form of subversive subjectivity.
	Language is the most effective example of the subjective mobility the Primer teaches. Because the Primer’s narrative evolves as it is read, its language and logic increases in sophistication as Nell’s mind becomes more subtle and adept. In a world where the technological infrastructure makes less demands upon its populace, allowing most among the underclasses to survive without the need for literacy, Nell’s command of formal Victorian language makes adults, even New Atlantan adults, fear her. “All of a sudden, she was capable of scaring adults like Rita” (Diamond Age 263). By gaining access to and mastery over the encoded cultural language (spoken and unspoken) of New Atlantan society, Nell is able to move through it with relative impunity. She 
had the neo-Victorians figured out now. The society had miraculously transmuted into an orderly system, like the simple computers they programmed in the school. Now that Nell knew all of the rules, she could make it do anything she wanted (Diamond Age 323). 

The Primer teaches individual subjects that the bonds of conventional social categories are linguistic codes. Master a society’s language and you gain the capacity to master that society. 
The Vickys have an elaborate code of morals and conduct...The old guard believe in the code because they came to it the hard way. They raise  their children to believe in that code but their children believe it for entirely different reasons...Some of them never challenge it they grow up to be small-minded people, who can tell you what they believe, but not why the believe it. Others become disillusioned by the hypocrisy of society and rebel as did Elizabeth Finkle-McGraw (Diamond Age 356).

In order to be “one of those rare people who transcends tribes,’” one must be a socio-linguistic hacker, a person who is fluent in current cultural codes, capable of challenging and recombining them to articulate independent subversive statements of individual subjectivity (Diamond Age 353).
	Although the Primer may provide a young girl with the knowledge necessary to express subversive subjectivity, it must be tempered by actual experience if it is to be of any significant value at all. “Accustomed to the Primer, Nell had to make allowances when functioning in the real world” (Diamond Age 401).  The Primer was intended to supplement not replace experience.  
In your Primer you have a resource that will make you highly educated, but it will never make you intelligent. That comes from life. Your life up to this point has given you all of the experience you need to be intelligent, but you have to think about those experiences (Diamond Age 283).
 
Subversive intelligence requires experience, relentless adaptability, and a profound appreciation of subtlety. One must be ready to learn in any given context.
Intelligent people can handle subtlety. They are not baffled by ambiguous or even contradictory situations -in fact they expect them and are apt to become suspicious when things seem overly straightforward (Diamond Age 283).

In tandem, reality and the Primer provide an individual subject with the space to develop and explore subversive intelligence. Opportunity is by no means a guarantee of success, however. Only those who are able to “cope with contradiction and ambiguity’” attain a degree of self awareness (Diamond Age 356). Like Nell, who passes “over the watershed,” or Fiona, who propels herself “through an unknown unmarked barrier,” the individual subject must cross a threshold into a new, more open-ended, form of consciousness (Diamond Age 350,414). Nell discovers she is alone in the world and that she is responsible for forming her own subject positions with others in the world. As an expression of Lord Finkle McGraw’s desire to strengthen the ideological underpinnings of neo-Victorian society, though, the Primer is an utter failure. Even when it manages to promote subversive intelligence in Nell and Fiona, It fails to teach them to remain within the confines of Atlantis/Shanghai. 
The ultimate subversive potential expressed by the Primer is technology’s ability to help forge authentic, intimate, and lasting bonds between human beings. Though Finkle-McGraw bemoans the fact that the Primer is not a self-contained system, it is this aspect of the Primer which provides the greatest subversive potential. The Primer depends upon a human ractor, an actor who uses a technological interface to perform, to provide voices for the narrative. It is Miranda, the ractor, who allows Nell to bloom. Through the Primer, Miranda becomes Nell’s mother. “Could it be that the Primer was just a conduit, a technological system that mediated between Nell and some human being who really loved her?” (Diamond Age 403). Through the Primer John Hackworth is able to strengthen his bond with his daughter, Fiona, though he is trapped among the Drummer cult beneath the sea for nearly a decade. It is this constant internal human involvement which Stephenson suggests is crucial to the subversive education and nurturing of  children. The Primer allows these bonds to be formed over great distances and between people who would otherwise be strangers. Dr. X attempts to raise a quarter million young girls brought from the poverty stricken and war ravaged interior of China with self-contained versions of Hackworth’s Primer. 
Although it was virtuous to save them, it was mistaken to think that they could be raised properly. We lacked the resources to raise them individually, and so we raised them with books. But the only proper way to raise a child is within a family (Diamond Age 455). 

Because the people behind the technology, the individual human subjects, ultimately determine the success or failure of the Primer to reach a given child, the Primer represents the potential to technologically reconfigure the family. When Nell discovers that  the allegorical space of the Primer, “‘the Land Beyond is not really a Turing machine at all [but]...actually a person a few people to be precise,’” she inherits a responsibility “to make new worlds for other people to explore and conquer” (Diamond Age 445).  The process of technologically assisted self-transcription and self-discovery begins anew with each individual subject she encounters. The revelation of her army of mice within the narrative of the Primer to be an actual army of young Chinese girls raised with Primers crystallizes her parental obligations.
For the first time in her life she understood why she’d been put on the earth and felt comfortable with her position. One moment her life had been a meaningless abortion, and the next it all made glorious sense (Diamond Age 478).

In this manner, Stephenson rehabilitates technology to serve as both a bridge and a barrier between individuals. Instead of innumerable nanosites maintaining a protective and static shield around individuals or entire tribes, they come to represent the possibility of congress and communication between individuals. “It was clear that the sparkling lights in Nell’s flesh were beacons signaling to others across the gulf that separates each of us from our neighbors” (Diamond Age 495). Though technology assaults and intrudes upon human interaction, it does house the potential for the creation of new modes of human relation.
Post-Rational States
The search for technologically assisted subversive relation is enacted on a societal scale throughout the novel as well. Stephenson suggests that new forms of communication occur in a post-rational state and are facilitated by technology. 
The laws of probability...cannot be broken...But laws of physics and mathematics are like a coordinate system that runs in only one dimension. Perhaps there is another dimension that runs perpendicular to it, invisible to those laws of physics, describing the same things with different rules, and those rules are written in our hearts, in a deep place where we cannot go and read them except in our dreams (Diamond Age 304). 

In a world where the boundaries of perception are mutable and contingent, even simple rational observations become difficult and confusing. Images are stacked on top of each other; they overlap and intertwine. While this condition is not peculiarly modern, it is exacerbated by modern technology. Images carved into totem poles, though confusing, are static. Mediaglyphic tattoos, however, shift constantly, resisting any singular fixed perception. Hackworth experiences both ancient and modern examples of this phenomenon.
This promiscuous denial of boundaries was everywhere on the totem poles and on the women’s tattoo: The staring eyes of the bear were also the faces of some other sort of creature. The woman’s navel was also the mouth of a human face, much like the orca’s blowhole, and sometimes that face became the mouth of an even larger face whose eyes were her nipples and whose goatee was her public hair. But as soon as he’s made out one pattern, it would change into something else, because unlike the totem poles the tattoo was dynamic and played with images in time the same way that the totem poles did in space (Diamond Age 247).

If one attempts to impose a static rational pattern on images which constantly fluctuate and transform, the experience of perception can be potentially debilitating and, at the very least, disorienting. Stephenson suggests that there is an alternate form of perception that runs parallel to and outside the bounds of rational thought, and that this post-rational consciousness can prevent such situations from becoming overwhelming.
The theatrical troupe, Dramatis Personae provides an aesthetic outlet for this form of perception. Based on the premise that “the human mind didn’t work like a digital computer and was capable of doing some funny things,” the players of Dramatis Personae attempt to interpret the universe of data that swarms around the earth within the context of an artistic performance (Diamond Age 433). Though singular absolute knowledge is forestalled through such an experience, what remain are flashes of intuition and insight not possible within a rational framework. “ ‘Dynamic theatre allows one to interface with the universe of data in a more intuitive way’” (Diamond Age 428). The success or failure of the endeavor is dependent, in large part, on how receptive, how available, each participant is to the notion of knowledge beyond order or reason.
‘Theatre’s not  just a few people clowning about on a stage, being watched by a herd of oxen...sometimes that’s it. But it can be ever so much more really it can be any sort of interaction between people and people, or people and information (426).

The play itself becomes an intelligent macroscopic organism, independent of the individuals or the shifting streams of data which give it form. “Substitute tonight’s show for the brain, and the information flowing across the net for molecules flowing through the bloodstream and you have it’” (Diamond Age 427). Though Hackworth is an imminently rational thinker, he is pushed to acknowledge that his rational mindset is inadequate to answer certain seemingly imponderable questions. It is only through this post-rational state that Hackworth is able to discover his own submerged subject position as the Alchemist.
The Drummers achieve a state of “consciousness peeled away from cognition” through technologically mediated sex and sacrifice (Diamond Age 325). To the Drummers, sex is a form of information exchange biological and technological. Instead of the neurolinguistic Asherah virus being passed from cult members to unsuspecting sexual partners in Snow Crash, nanosites
lived in the blood of the human race like viruses and passed from one person to the next during sex or any other exchange of bodily fluids; they were smart packets of data...and by mating with one another in the blood, they formed a vast system of communication, parallel to and probably linked with the dry Net...Like the dry Net, the wet Net could be used for doing computations  for running programs (Diamond Age 495).

Individual human beings function as organic components of a larger entity, a cyborg computer built as an extension of a single human brain. When guided by a properly focused mind, technological discoveries are reached through this orgasmic interchange that no one person and no single mechanical device could achieve in a lifetime of work. But at what cost? In order to function collectively as a computer, the distinct subjectivity, even the life of an individual Drummer must be forfeited to the execution of the program. 
Drummers behave much the way people do in dreams. ‘Poorly defined ego boundaries’ was the phrase, as I recall. In any event, your behavior down there wasn’t necessarily a moral transgression as such -your mind wasn’t your own (Diamond Age 339).

At the same time that new and powerful post-rational networks coalesce, the 

boundaries of individual human subjectivity are subverted. The “Gestalt society,” an identity greater than the sum of its parts, is the only form of subjective identity an individual Drummer can possess. 
The Seed and the Alchemist
	The collective efforts of the Drummers are directed toward the creation of Seed technology. Instead of designing finished products, the task is to design seeds that will grow into whatever material object is desired. Seeds are akin to biological growth and development. Human beings are, after all, born from the seeds of their parents. Seeds are envisioned as a more natural form of technology.
The detailed images of atoms and bonds had been replaced, in his mind’s eye, by a fat brown seed hanging in space, like something from a  Magritte  painting. A lush bifurcated curve on one end, like buttocks, converging to a nipplelike point on the other (Diamond Age 337).

Seeds contain the codes that form the foundation of our existence materially and psychologically. The ability to create seeds is the ability to manipulate these codes and, thus, ourselves and the world around us. 
Seeds are subversive technology in that they would fundamentally alter the socio-economic structures of those cultures now dependent on “the concept of a centralized, hierarchical Feed” (Diamond Age 498). Seeds are self-contained entities, independent of external hierarchies and structures. 
Just as a Hacker was needed to design the Primer, a subversive Trickster/Technologist  figure is needed to bring the Seed from a theoretical possibility into physical reality. If someone could 
somehow see through the storm of encrypted data...[and] cause the seemingly random bits of  data to coalesce into meaning...It would be as if in a world where commerce was based upon the exchange of gold, some person had figured out how to change lead into gold. An Alchemist (Diamond Age 433-4).

The Alchemist is a twenty-first-century Trickster figure capable of retaining both post-rational consciousness and a sense of individual subjectivity.  Though he does not realize it until late in the novel, Hackworth is both Hacker and Alchemist. He utilizes his knowledge of permeable social boundaries to create subversive technology individually (through the Primer) and globally (through the Seed). 
Hackworth was better than anyone else at making the transition between the society of the Drummers and the Victorian tribe, and each time he crossed the boundary, he seemed to bring something with him, clinging to his garments like traces of scent (Diamond Age 434).

Through Hackworth and his technological innovations, meaningful information beyond commercial transactions can pass between individual and tribal borders. New forms of technological interaction give rise to the possibility of new communities. At the conclusion of the novel,  global society is in flux.  As a future historical period, The Diamond Age itself, may, in fact, be at an end, but the novel closes before such communities are allowed to emerge fully. 
	Backed by both Dr. X and the secret society CryptNet, the Seed is seen as a necessary and desirable step toward the perfection of human society and the only hope to preserve Chinese culture. CryptNet, as a whole, is founded on the belief
that one day,...we will have Seeds that, sown on the earth, will sprout up into houses, hamburgers, spaceships, books that the Seed will develop inevitably from the Feed, and that upon it will be founded a more highly evolved society (Diamond Age 384).

Because Western technology is based on the notion that surface is substance, Dr. X believes it threatens to eradicate Chinese culture. “‘Yong is the outer manifestation of something. Ti the underlying essence. Technology is a yong associated with a particular ti...that is Western, and completely alien to us’” (Diamond Age 457). Dr. X believes that the Seed will help reassert the cultural distinction between technology and the values of the civilization that produces it.
	Though both groups are successful in advancing the eventual creation of the Seed, the subversive potential of  the Seed is ultimately limited. Again, as in Snow Crash, Stephenson suggests that subversion is possible only within technological parameters. Whether the novel is focusing on the neo-Victorians, CryptNet, or Dr. X and his Fists of Righteous Harmony, there is an underlying trust in the overwhelming power of technology to improve the human condition. The conflict among these groups is over what form technology should take to best achieve this goal. Though no single character rises from the pages to question or qualify the role of technology in reshaping society, perhaps the cultural landscape of the near future provides Stephenson’s most eloquent commentary. Expressions of this overriding intense faith in the redemptive qualities of technology are played out against a backdrop of indescribable luxury surrounded by growing hordes of the indigent and illiterate, where border skirmishes internal and external turf battles rage constantly. Though humanity stubbornly adheres to the notion that technology will create a better world in which to live, Stephenson’s complex and dynamic vision of the near future prevents any expression of this philosophy from progressing toward its goals. The Seed may supplant  the Feed as the dominant technological doctrine, but we are not left with a sense that the world will be a discernibly better place as a result. Stephenson seems to develop the idea through both Snow Crash and The Diamond Age that while technology is relentlessly driven to become faster, smarter, and smaller, this drive exacerbates or creates as many problems in human civilization as it alleviates. 
Stephenson imagines a world where the terms of subjective relation are dictated increasingly by technological structures.  Rather than infusing technology with a subversive potential of its own, Stephenson suggests technology is most useful when it resonates or amplifies subversive communication between individual human subjects. Technology cannot plant the seeds of subversive relation, but it can help us identify, interpret, and mediate them. Stephenson claims individual subjects are subversive because of the manner in which they relate to technology and the manner in which they use technology to relate to others. Stephenson values subversive subjects because they possess an almost intuitive grasp of the ostensibly artificial and contingent nature of technologically determined subjective relations. That does not mean that such subjects are exempt from the effects and interpenetrations of technology. To the contrary, subversive subjects use their technologically mediated existences to establish new and self- consciously mutable methods of relating to others. Instead of artistic expression, Stephenson suggests that technology itself has become the cultural material capable of sustaining an avant-garde and the subversive subject positions it produces. Technology, however, Stephenson claims, should foster, not replace, the underlying imperative for each individual subject to be actively engaged in a process of evaluating and reconstructing the borders of subjective relation. Unfortunately, in the fictional world Stephenson constructs, technology is almost always unable to fulfill this  mandate. Technology remains an ever-present force in determining individual subjectivity, but it is almost overwhelmingly used by larger socio-economic institutions to commodify or homogenize individual subjective difference. Nell’s discovery of her individual subjective identity may be a compelling and fascinating story, but it is, without a doubt, the exception rather than the rule. In fact, Nell may be the exception that proves the rule. Stephenson seems ultimately to suggest that within any civilization blanketed and defined by technology, fundamental assertions of individual subversive subjectivity, while admirable,  become all but practical impossibilities.


































Chapter Four
Octavia Butler’s science fiction engages difference its capacity to create new communities and forms of communication without denying its equally destructive potential. In the Xenogenesis trilogy, comprised of the novels Dawn, Adulthood Rites, and Imago, she embraces a biologically rendered mode of perception. Organic life, in its infinitely multiple configurations and contexts, is a source of great diversity and a battleground within which the borders of subjectivity are renegotiated.  Butler actively promotes alternative, more fluid and adaptive categories of race, gender, and species in an effort to form a more elastic and open mode of discourse, even if it must come at the expense of the ultimate assimilation or annihilation of humanity. 
The trilogy takes place after a nuclear apocalypse has devastated the Earth. A group of aliens known collectively as the Oankali step in and save the surviving remnants of the human race from certain extinction. Describing themselves as gene traders, the Oankali travel the universe in enormous space-faring organisms searching for organic life suitable for genetic exchange. The Oankali are fascinated and frightened by human beings. Citing the desire to contain an inherently self-destructive genetic contradiction present in all humankind, the Oankali trade genetic material with the surviving humans without the consent of any human individual. Humans are given the choice to either join with the Oankali in new family units or to be sterilized and live within isolated human communities. Humanity as an essential and distinct category or consciousness is fundamentally altered its extinction as a unique biological species merely forestalled by the Oankali. “‘When they’re finished with us there won’t be any real human beings left. Not here. Not on the ground. What the bombs started, they’ll finish’” (Dawn 90).  Because all human beings live under the indictment and control of the Oankali, previously held subject positions of race and gender, whether dominant or subjugated,  are made irrelevant.  Butler problematizes the tendency to “ignore, erase and oppress human difference” (Green 168). Butler’s characters inhabit a profoundly altered Earth, a world in flux, immersed in difference, filled with promise and threat. They are forced to confront difference and experience its effects, both debilitating and empowering, as they struggle to redefine themselves as individual subjects. Survival requires the erosion of previously rigid borders of human subjectivity. As Donna Haraway states, “Catastrophe, survival, and metamorphosis are Butler’s constant themes” (“Biopolitics...” 33).  Like Lilith Iyapo and the first group of humans she brings out of stasis in Dawn, Butler calls upon the reader to awaken from a long slumber and reassess conventional categories of subjectivity in a world where the only constant is constant change. This is more than a polite request; it is a demand, for the survival of each individual subject is inextricably tied to the cultivation of an adaptive sense of subjectivity.
	The struggle to articulate and empower difference despite dominant homogenizing cultural forces is not merely an esoteric or theoretical conceit. The cover illustration of Dawn, the first novel in the Xenogenesis trilogy, serves as a potent and ironic reminder of the degree to which modern subjectivity is shaped by such cultural dominants. Lilith Iyapo, a young and athletic black woman and the protagonist of the novel, is absent from the cover. Though the painting depicts a scene from the novel, in Lilith’s place is a frail woman with porcelain colored skin huddled over a green pod reminiscent of Invasion of the Body Snatchers, revealing a naked white woman within. In replacing the African-American protagonist of the novel with the image of a white woman,
the publishing industry allows forms of sexism, racism, ageism, and homophobia to be perpetuated on the cover of a novel that demands an end to prejudice and acceptance of difference (Green 166).

Though Lilith’s voice, lamenting the appropriation and coopting of human difference, is contained within the pages of the novel, the image on the cover remains conspicuously silent. Lilith’s absence and the more marketable (read: more white) image, engage in an unspoken but dynamic debate. This tension between the surface and substance of the novel provides eloquent testimony in support of Butler’s assertion that, present or future, the struggle to define individual subjectivity across various forms of difference is an ongoing and unfinished task. 

Perception
	Throughout the trilogy, Butler delineates the distinctions between two modes of perception, Human and Oankali, in order to advance her examination of subjective difference. Though both forms of consciousness depend on sensory stimulus gathered through special organs, the information available to Oankali and Human is radically different. Foundational assumptions made by each species are determined and/or limited by the type and amount of sensory data available. In a very real manner, input affects awareness of “the specific cultural and political boundaries that separate and link animal, human, and machine in a contemporary world where survival is at stake” (Haraway, “Biopolitics...” 34).  How one perceives the universe is an important factor in discovering its shifting borders and one’s proximity to them and to others.
	Human beings experience the world through external sensory input. The five senses provide them with an understanding of the surface of things, their appearances. Even language, which gives external form to human thought, is a surface. The problem is surface observations do not always accurately represent the world of actual experience. Consciously or unconsciously, appearances can conceal or even contradict the various substances of an event, object, or subject. Because the Oankali possess three genders (male, female, and ooloi), Jdayha, the first Oankali character introduced in the trilogy, points out that human assumptions about gender should not be made on the basis of appearance. “‘It’s wrong to assume that I must be a sex you are familiar with,’ it said, ‘but as it happens, I’m male’” (Dawn 11). A dialectical relationship develops between the signifier and the signified, a deep division between the internal and external sources of representation and observation.  Butler suggests that human memory fits this model as well. 
Its a human thing. Most Humans lose access to old memories as they acquire new ones. They know how to speak, for instance, but they don’t recall learning to speak. They keep what the experience taught them, but lose the experience itself (Adulthood Rites 29).

Memories can leave a lasting impact on the surface of a mind and its operations, but the actual memory itself is transient and can be easily obscured, distorted, or lost. Human beings possess the capacity to divorce memory from meaning, or to create a virtually endless chain of meaningful interpretations of a single memory. This dialectic is one reason humans remain mystifying and hopelessly contradictory to the Oankali. “Humans said one thing with their bodies and another with their mouths and everyone had to spend time and energy trying to figure out what they really meant” (Imago 27). To an individual human, subjectivity is established through the projection of supposedly seamless images of self, the appearance of continuity being more vital than any form of internal consistency. 
	What this dependence on surfaces breeds in humans is an insatiable desire for sameness. “Humans were genetically inclined to be intolerant of difference. They could overcome the inclination, but it was a reality of the Human conflict that they often did not” (Imago 185-6). The need for physical human contact is an expression of the desire for homogeneity and a categorical rejection of difference. To touch another person is to affirm one’s own existence as human to appeal to the conclusion that “‘human beings are more alike than different damn sure more alike than we like to admit’” (Dawn 133). Even Lilith, the human character most accepting of Oankali differences both physical and cultural, confesses that her ability to love her own construct children assembled by her ooloi mate Nikanj is tied to their human appearance. “‘Shall I thank you for making him look this way for making him seem Human, so I can love him?...for a while.’” (Adulthood Rites 4). Yet, even within the human community itself, cultural and biological sameness is only a myth. It is fear and disdain of differences among humans that pushes human civilization to the very brink of destruction. Lilith admits, “‘It seemed to me that my culture ours was running headlong over a cliff’” (Dawn 132).  And without the Oankali to step in and collect the survivors of a nuclear holocaust, humanity would have completed its plummet toward eventual self destruction. Butler
insists on confronting problems that have occurred so often in human communities that they seem almost an unavoidable part of human nature, such as greed, prejudices based on appearances, oppression of women, and might-makes-right ideologies (Green 170).

The insistent drive among human beings to maintain static and homogenous subjective boundaries in a universe that patently refuses any attempt to be contained is not only an irrational and unattainable goal, but, as the Oankali point out, it pushes humanity as a whole toward a consensual mass suicide. Humanity’s continual subjugation and misguided motives lead Michelle Green to identify a misanthropic strain in Butler’s fiction. “Butler often seems not to like people men or women at all” (Green 170). I would counter, however, that while Butler certainly expresses anger and frustration at the perpetuation of the human desire for sameness and repulsion of difference and the suffering they cause, her criticism is diagnostic and not malicious in nature.  Change and the difference it produces may be inevitable, but Butler asserts humans can adapt; if they are to survive, humans must always be prepared to fight the underlying terror and revulsion change provokes. The Oankali, who represent an unknown form of external difference, automatically elicit this conflict in Lilith. “In this novel of shifting boundaries and cultural expectations, the absolute otherness most usually ascribed to women is transferred to the alien” (Wolmark 31). Even after several exposures to the tentacled gray and faceless humanoid body of Jdayha, Lilith cannot maintain her composure.
He could have been much uglier than he was, so much less...human. Why couldn’t she just accept him? All he seemed to be asking is that she not panic at the sight of him or others like him. Why couldn’t she do that? (Dawn 21).

Given time, however, Lilith is surprised to discover that at some unacknowledged juncture, “the Oankali had become people to her. But then, who else was there?” (Dawn 56-7). The implicit suggestion is that while the human desire for sameness is very powerful, it can be overcome. Butler asserts that  human perception can be adaptive and, when necessary, can be habituated to subjective differences even on an extreme scale.
	The Oankali also depend on sensory stimulus to build knowledge of the universe which surrounds them. The information they access through their sensory tentacles, however, is both internal and external in nature. Covered with sensory tentacles instead of specialized and singular sense organs, each tentacle can see, hear, smell, touch and taste. They operate 
continuously, absorbing external data. “‘I can see wherever I have tentacles -and I can see whether I seem to notice or not. I can’t not see’” (Dawn 16). Perception on this level is a condition of Oankali existence, not a matter of choice. Coupled with the ability to constantly reorient one’s self in the external world, an Oankali can also perceive genetic structures, the chemical orders that fundamentally determine surface appearances. Lilith appreciates the deep division between human and Oankali perception. She states, “‘We’re in the hands of people who manipulate DNA as naturally as we manipulate pencils and paintbrushes’” (Dawn 167).  This genetic sense colors all other forms of Oankali perception, and it produces unique modes of relation to the world and to others. 
The Oankali could...pass messages from one to another almost at the speed of thought...Controlled sensory stimulation...They had a whole language of sensory images and accepted signals that took the place of words (Dawn 105, 237).

This form of communication allows Oankali to meld into an overwhelmingly intimate shared consciousness. Similar to the Great Link which connects all the Founders, a race of equally powerful and dominant shapeshifters, on Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, an Oankali can establish this shared consciousness with another isolated individual or with the intricate web of Oankali civilization as a whole. Declaring, “I came to consciousness within my mother’s uterus,” Jodahs, the protagonist of Imago and the first ooloi Human-Oankali construct born to a human mother, Lilith, demonstrates that this intimate information exchange is a primary and influential mode of perception (23).
How did they not lose themselves? How was it possible to break apart again? It was as though two containers of water had been poured together, then separated -each molecule returned to its original container (Adulthood Rites 210).

Though the borders of individual subject positions are permeated to the point that they seem to have lost their integrity, Taishokaht, a space-bound Oankali of the Akjai clan,  teaches Akin in Adulthood Rites that, “‘Making and breaking this contact is no more difficult for us than clasping and releasing hands is for Humans’” (210). Through Gestalt-like immersion in perceptions grounded in subject position(s) with genetic structures different from one’s own, this shared consciousness actually enhances Oankali understanding of the artifice of individual subjectivity. The Oankali know as well that physical bodies themselves “are not born; they are made. Bodies have been as thoroughly denaturalized as sign, context, and time” (Haraway, “Biopolitics...” 10).  Oankali not only perceive the constructed nature of subjectivity, but possess the ability to actively participate in the construction of subjects.
	Awareness of internal genetic structures is thus privileged above external senses, extrapolations from foundational chemical commands. Knowledge of genetics is powerful and essential. To the Oankali, it determines the underlying and absolute truth of the universe. “ ‘Human purpose isn’t what you say it is or what I say it is. It’s what your biology says it is what your genes say it is’” (Adulthood Rites 261). DNA is the compact code, the master language, the seed from which all facets of life germinate; it is a singular source of pure and objective knowledge.  Because the Oankali perceive a dangerous genetic contradiction in the human genome, they feel the domination of human bodies is not only justified, but to the greater benefit of humanity. How often colonial discourse is advanced under the guise of improving (culturally, intellectually, spiritually, in this case genetically) those subjects who are ultimately assimilated. As Donna Haraway suggests, “The organism has been translated into a problem of genetic coding and read-out” (“A Cyborg Manifesto” 164). To taste a subject, to decipher its DNA, provides an Oankali with knowledge beyond doubt. 
“You can’t see and read a genetic structure the way they do. It isn’t like reading words on a page. They feel it and know it. They...there’s no English word for what they do. To say they know is completely inadequate (Adulthood Rites 262). 

Akin, the protagonist of Adulthood Rites and Lilith’s first male Human-Oankali construct child, expresses the desire to know the world completely through this form of perception. “It frustrated him that anything was beyond his perception” (Adulthood Rites 8).  He continually tastes his surroundings including inanimate objects, animals, and people in order to understand them and his relation to them. 
He came to perceive himself as himself -individual defined, separate from all the touches and smells, all the tastes, sights, and sounds that came to him...Yet he came to know that he was also a part of the people who touched him that within them he could find fragments of himself. He was himself, and he was those others (Adulthood Rites 6).

As a construct child, Akin possesses both Human and Oankali methods of perception. “Taste and touch were almost a single sensation for him” (Adulthood Rites 6). To touch another as a human is to affirm one’s own existence; to taste another as an Oankali is to understand its essence. Butler is intent upon creating hybrid modes of perception. These cyborg subjects who exist within the overlap of perceptual boundaries are encouraged to accept and appreciate difference. 
	The Oankali actively pursue the breakdown of subjective boundaries, attempting to expand and strengthen their species as a whole. They are driven by a desire for diversity. 
Oankali crave difference. Humans persecute their different ones yet they need them to give themselves definition and status. Oankali seek difference and collect it. They need it to keep themselves from stagnation and overspecialization (Adulthood Rites 80).

Each previous generation of Oankali is a hybrid formed from previous trades. They choose to divide and subdivide themselves into various trading groups and functional roles in order to maximize their ability to collect and incorporate difference. The Oankali are compelled to amass “caches of biological information” and then to do
what the Oankali always did collect life, travel and collect and integrate new life into their ships, their already vast collection of living things, and themselves (Adulthood Rites 166).

The Oankali are consumed with the vital importance of collecting and cataloging difference in the present. They are almost wholly unconcerned with the past. As Jdayha confesses, “‘Go back?...No, Lilith, that’s the one direction that’s closed to us. This is our homeworld now’” (Dawn 34). They are acutely aware of the transient nature of their existence in a universe that is constantly forming and reforming itself. “‘You live here...That makes this home. It isn’t a permanent home for any of us’” (Imago 146). Future forms of Oankali must diverge from present ones if the Oankali are to survive. “Difference is not just a given that is accepted, it is something which is intensified, enhanced, and valued” (Bonner 55).  Butler seems to describe the Oankali desire to cultivate difference as a biological imperative rather than a conscious choice.
Organic Technologies	
The third Oankali gender, the ooloi, carry the names “treasured stranger, bridge, life trader, weaver, magnet” because they possess an internal organ specifically catered to appease this biological imperative (Imago 6). “Yashi, the ooloi called their organ of genetic manipulation. Sometimes they talked about it as though it were another person” (Imago 23). Constructing new biologically determined subjects, as a practical matter, requires not only the ability to decipher and rearrange DNA, it also requires a space within which subjects can be assembled, disassembled, and studied. The yashi provides the ooloi with just such a space. The yashi is both database and factory floor to the ooloi -the mainstay of Oankali organic technologies. It is an ooloi’s “final gift/duty/pleasure” to duplicate and download the wealth of genetic information and understanding accumulated in its yashi for the younger generations of ooloi to study and manipulate (Imago 168).
Nikanj used both sensory hands to inject a rush of individual cells, each one a plan by which a whole living entity could be constructed. The cells went straight into my newly mature yashi. The organ seemed to gulp and suckle the way I had once at my mother’s breast... There was immense newness...Generations of memory to be examined, memorized... That information was a weight demanding my attention. It would not begin to lighten until I began to understand it. To understand it all could take years, but I must at least begin now (Imago 168,9).

Though the materials used are exclusively biochemical in nature, the yashi is a space not at all dissimilar to a mod parlor in  The Diamond Age. Butler appropriates mechanical metaphors to describe the construction of wholly biological subjects because cyborgs are created within the yashi of any ooloi. Granted, the most common image of the cyborg is both organic and mechanical, the underlying assumption being that “technological discourse at last implies the possibility of the ultimate replacement of the body” (Figueroa-Sarriera 131).  I would argue, however, that mechanical implants designed to enhance human abilities actually aspire to possess the level of absolute control over individual subjectivity exercised by ooloi Oankali. 
Because human bodies are genetically determined entities, subject positions of any conceivable configuration are negotiable to the Oankali. Oankali mold human subjects “‘by pushing the right electrochemical buttons. I don’t claim to understand it. It’s like a language that they have a special gift for. They know our bodies better than we do’” (Dawn 169).  Through the use of organic technologies ooloi embrace, promote, and enhance difference by allowing subjectivity to remain in flux. The entire process possesses an overtly erotic dimension as well, since “the treasured strangers can give intense pleasure across the boundaries of group, sex, gender, and species” (Haraway “Biopolitics...” 36). Individuals built gene by gene within the yashi of an ooloi are therefore equally potent expressions of cyborg subjectivity. Following this line of inquiry to its logical conclusion, the Oankali can be seen as an ever-expanding civilization of genetically rendered cyborgs. Like “the genetics of the immune system cells, with their high rates of somatic mutation and gene product splicings,” the ooloi, in their creation of Human-Oankali construct children from the genetic material of four parents (a human couple and an Oankali couple), “make a mockery of the notion of a constant genome even within ‘one’ body. The hierarchical body of old has given way to a network-body of truly amazing complexity and specificity” (Haraway “Biopolitics...” 22). Though the genetic structure of individual Oankali may differ radically from one another, to the point that they appear to be entirely unrelated, the Oankali organelle a sub-cellular packet of genetically coded material containing the “essence” and “origin” of all Oankali is embedded in each cell of every Oankali (Dawn 39). “The organelle made or found compatibility with life-forms so completely dissimilar that they were unable even to  perceive one another as alive” (Imago 23). Nevertheless, this condition held in common connects all Oankali to a larger and more complex concept of species. If, as Donna Haraway asserts, “ ‘Our’ bodies are indeed weedy and promiscuous, and the earth has always been going to seed,” the Oankali use organic technologies to guide this situation genetically, allowing the greatest dissemination and divergence of Oankali identity  (“Foreword” xvii).
Procreation is the most sublime expression of power to the Oankali. All their efforts to survive as a species are directed toward asserting their absolute control over this process. Even among human beings in the present, “modern approaches to reproductive bodies and processes were and remain centered on achieving and/or enhancing control over these bodies and processes” (Clarke 1988 “The Industrialization...”). It is as though biological beings, whether they are human or alien, are compelled to develop increasingly more efficient methods of genetic “transmission” or “duplication” (Figueroa-Sarriera 133). In addition to meeting the immediate reproductive needs of their community by assembling children for mated pairs, the Oankali develop long term procreative strategies to cope with the exigencies of inter-stellar space travel and the long and arduous search for genetic trading partners. The Oankali make prints of each human survivor they rescue and store them for future use. The print is “a memory. It’s a gene map, your people might call it...It’s more like what they would call a mental blueprint. A plan for assembly of one human being. You. A tool for reconstruction” (Dawn 97). Because they hunger for genetic novelty, some Oankali serve as stewards of an ever-expanding genetic library filled with prints. The Oankali assertion that their interest in human subjectivity extends to environmental effects, differences in culture and personality, is severely undermined by the catalogue of human prints they have assembled. “Millennia after your death, your body might be reborn aboard the ship. It won’t be you. It will develop an identity of its own’” (Dawn 97). Despite their protestations to the contrary, human subjects are objectified. Once imprinted, human subjects are commodities, texts which can be transcribed on any scale at any time. In Dawn, Lilith notices that the Oankali are capable of recreating inanimate objects, a ball point pen for instance, from prints. This is important to note because “she could find no difference between the print copies and the remembered originals” (Dawn 107). It is possible to infer, then, that human subjects reproduced from prints would not be degraded copies of the original. In this manner Butler is able to question the inherent uniqueness of individual human subjectivity regardless of specific subject positions of race or gender. 
If genetically identical subjects can be produced en masse, is the subject who provided the original genetic map in some way diminished? Human characters in the trilogy believe this to be the case. They feel violated and less complete, but ultimately helpless to prevent the Oankali from taking whatever they want/need. “‘They can make people in ways that I don’t even know how to talk about. Only thing they can’t do, it seems, is let us alone. Let us do it our own way’” (Dawn 92-3). The Oankali derive their power from the fact that they mediate all forms of procreation. Therefore, they prevent human beings from reproducing independently. “Pregnancy is monstrous in science fiction because it threatens human control of the boundary with nature” (Ben-Tov 42). Until Akin champions the human right to exist apart from the Oankali in Adulthood Rites, human beings have no control over their boundaries with nature. Yet Butler refuses to characterize this situation as an absolutely negative one. The trilogy follows the plight of a black woman, Lilith, who is manipulated into complicity with the planned assimilation and transformation of humanity, and the actions of her construct children born from her intimate relations with the Oankali. Lilith is at once repulsed by the Oankali and rejected by human beings. Her subject positions are hopelessly compromised; she can be neither understood nor completely safe in either community.
It is not surprising that a black woman first joins an Oankali family; after years of oppression by other humans, Lilith has less prejudice toward the aliens and a stronger appreciation of the need for change. While she resents the unequal power relationships between Oankali and humans, she resents as well the unequal relationships among the humans she supervises (Green 187).

Butler places Lilith in a situation which is analogous to the choices that have been available to African-American women for the past three centuries:  the choice of “trading one form of oppression for another” (Helford 265). Whether as immediate as rejecting the unwanted sexual advances of a white slavemaster or as all encompassing as continuous economic and political subjugation, the avenues for action available to African-American women have been and continue to be problematic at best. By placing Lilith in a new structure of domination, Butler seems to suggest that Lilith’s previously held subject positions determined by race and gender will enable her to survive and even thrive despite the pain and hardship associated with her status as a cyborg subject. Butler ascribes to the notion that “gender, race, and species are inseparable determinants in the construction of identity” (Helford 262).
By “redefining the female subject outside the confines of the binary oppositions that seek to fix gender identities in the interests of existing relations of domination,” the Xenogenesis trilogy helps to promote alternative forms of subjectivity (Wolmark 3).
Species
	The primary boundaries of individual subjectivity are outlined by one’s concept of species. As a category of existence, species is used to define elements, abilities, or methods of perception held in common by a group of subjects. Subject positions of race and gender are themselves encompassed and profoundly altered by one’s species. It is often an exclusionary term, a way of isolating difference and establishing a position of superiority to it. Based on an embedded notion of species, of humanness, human beings divide the world of experience accordingly into two simple categories: human and non-human, being predisposed to preserve and protect the former and to avoid, ignore, or eliminate the latter. Humanism is “itself a form of prejudice..., for ‘humanism’ accepts that human beings should be at the center of their own universes” (Green 168). The most pointed conflict throughout the trilogy involves the integration of one species within another: the assimilation or annihilation of humanity through the Oankali gene trade. While “alternative constructions of difference and identity, race and gender are presented as being central to the terms under which such an exchange would be conducted,”  it is the Oankali inclusionary concept of species which compels them to seek any and all available means to adapt and evolve, including the trade with humanity (Wolmark 31). Oankali are united by a concept of species whose boundaries are permeable and elastic.
The dynamic and flexible Oankali concept of species represents a direct challenge to the static and self-contained borders of humanity. “In a fiction where no character is ‘simply’ human, human status is highly problematic” (Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto” 179). By problematizing what it means to be human, Butler seems to ask whether fundamental alterations in one’s subject position can occur within the rigid boundaries of humanity. Or, must human beings accept new definitions of self, within hybrid communities, incorporating and adapting past subject positions into different, possibly more promising, configurations? Ultimately, though, “Butler allows us to see the degree to which species, like gender and race, is primarily a matter of who had the power to construct and label whom” (Helford 264).
The genetic trade, as the Oankali describe it, is a method for mutually strengthening each species. “ ‘Your people will change. Your young will become more like us and ours more like you...That’s part of the trade’” (Dawn 40). Humanity is an attractive trade partner because it has something the Oankali desperately desire. 
It was cancer that made Humanity such a valuable trade partner...They can even regenerate brain and nervous tissue. They learned that from us, believe it or not (Adulthood Rites 45).

Ooloi find human cancers beautiful because, to them, cancer represents the key to rapid regeneration, and possibly even the ability to shapeshift at will. In return for this valuable information, the Oankali will help humanity reconcile its inherent genetic contradiction: intelligence and hierarchical behavior.
Your bodies are fatally flawed...You have a mismatched pair of genetic characteristics. Either alone would have been useful...But the two together are lethal...You are intelligent [and]...You are hierarchical... When human intelligence served it [hierarchy] instead of guiding it...took pride in it or did not notice it at all... That was like ignoring cancer (Dawn 36-7).

The human contradiction is likened to an invisible cancer. Ooloi can taste it in all humans and attempt to keep it in check. Nikanj, Lilith’s ooloi mate, confides, “‘We dull your natural fear of strangers and of difference. We keep you from injuring or killing us or yourselves. We teach you more pleasant things to do’” (Dawn 192). The Oankali attempt to improve the human species by dramatically increasing the lifespan of the average human and by encouraging latent mental and physical abilities to surface. Because humanity’s genetic conflict poses a threat not only to humans themselves but to others, the Oankali ethic dictates that a lasting solution to the contradiction must be found. If it is to survive, humanity must be fundamentally reformed. 
	Where does reformation of humanity end and assimilation or gradual extinction of humanity begin? The gene trade with humanity is far from an equitable arrangement. “ ‘I don’t know what I’d call what you’re doing to us, but it isn’t a trade. Trade is when two people agree to an exchange’” (Adulthood Rites 40). The Oankali do not seek any form of prior consent before enacting the trade with the human survivors they rescue from the shattered Earth. The trade is a statement of power, an assertion of Oankali dominance over an inferior and consumable species  “They owned the Earth and what was left of the human species” (Dawn 57). Individual humans are given a choice to join with the Oankali to create new generations of construct children or to be sterilized and live out the remainder of their lives in isolation. Neither decision, however, will help to preserve the human race as a separate viable species. Justified by their absolute knowledge of humanity’s self-destructive nature, the Oankali conclude that it is in the best interest of humanity as a whole to exist, if only partially as human beings, as part of the constantly shifting Oankali genetic collective.
Some of what makes us Human will survive, just as some of what makes them Oankali will survive...Look at the children here...Look at the construct adults. You can’t tell who was born to whom. But you can see Human features on every one of them (Adulthood Rites 33).

To the resisters, those who chose to be sterilized rather than join an Oankali community, this is simply an unacceptable scenario. They believe that subject positions determined by species are an all-or-nothing proposition. They value the purity of the human species above its continued existence in some compromised form. They are willing to endure great hardships and sacrifice the remainder of their lives in this struggle, even though they are fully aware that they are quite powerless to prevent the hybridization of humanity. 
The resisters haven’t betrayed themselves or their Humanity. They haven’t helped you do what you’re doing. They may not be able to stop you, but they haven’t helped you (Adulthood Rites 180).

Because every human being rescued from Earth was healed of all genetic disorders and given increased longevity, the resisters engage in a struggle for a purity of species they themselves no longer possess.
Even Lilith, the human character who shares the most intimate relations with the Oankali, understands that she has been forced to sacrifice a portion of her existence as an independent human being in order to survive.
She did not own herself any longer. Even her flesh could be cut and stitched without her consent or knowledge...The Oankali had given her information, increased physical strength, enhanced memory, and an ability to control walls and the suspended animation plants. These were her tools. And every one of them would make her seem less human (Dawn 4-5, 120). 

Even when she is impregnated without her consent by Nikanj, Lilith continues to insist that she values the humanity of her children more than their lives. “It will be a thing -not human...It’s inside me and it isn’t human!...they won’t be human...That’s what matters. You can’t understand, but that is what matters’” (Dawn 247). As Donna Haraway states, “Xenogenesis is about the monstrous fear that the child will not, after all, be like the parent” (“Biopolitics...” 33). Though as internally enraged as any resister, Lilith carries her first child to term and gives birth to many more construct children with the aid and assistance of her human and Oankali mates. “Women are not...allowed to opt out of heterosexuality and they escape forced reproduction by accepting no reproduction at all” (Bonner 56).
Lilith does not, indeed, cannot resist, for she is mated, chemically bonded, to her Oankali family. Instead she attempts to adapt. Lilith seems to have realized but not fully accepted
the Oankali understanding of life itself as a thing of inexpressible value. A thing beyond trade. Life could be changed, changed utterly. But not destroyed. The Human species could cease to exist independently, blending utterly with the Oankali (Adulthood Rites 228).

	Through the Oankali, Butler puts forth the notion that singular coherent stable knowledge of any given species is unreliable. Species must adapt to a universe that is itself in constant flux; they must remain open and pliable in order to survive. Nikanj points out that humanity is not the closed self-sustaining system the resisters seek to maintain. “Even before we arrived...They [humans] could not exist without symbiotic relationships with other creatures. Yet such relationships frighten them” (Adulthood Rites 182-3). Butler indicates that the human desire for subjective continuity overwhelms or ignores empirical evidence that the illusion of a unified human species is ultimately more compelling than its constantly renegotiated counterpart in reality.
	Though Oankali embrace and celebrate difference as an integral part of their species’ ability to reconfigure itself, they desire difference only to absorb it. Just as the Oankali are certain humanity cannot escape its fundamental genetic contradiction, they believe they are defined as a species by their insatiable appetite for difference. “ ‘We are as committed to the trade as your body is to breathing...the rebirth of your people and mine’” (Dawn 41). Xenogenesis is about the rebirth of the alien within the boundaries of the same. And though the Oankali attempt to convince their human trading partners otherwise, the process is skewed to protect and expand Oankali interests at any cost. “ ‘Trade means change. Bodies change. Ways of living must change. Did you think your children would only look different?’” (Adulthood Rites 11). The trade is a viable mechanism for subjective renewal, but only in one direction. In order for Oankali subjects to be reborn into reconstituted subject positions, humanity must be essentially objectified. Lilith “was nothing more than an unusual animal to them” (Dawn 55). Like an autonomic response, Oankali hunger reveals a basic desire to render the universe of difference in comprehensible and thus negotiable terms. They absorb difference in order to know it to make it part of themselves. Difference literally and metaphorically sustains the Oankali, for they are forced to acknowledge that they cannot sustain themselves. 
This is how we grow how we’ve always grown. We’ll take the knowledge of ship growing with us so that our descendants will be able to leave when the time comes. We couldn’t survive as a people if we were always confined to one ship or one world (Dawn 34).

The Oankali devour entire worlds, assimilating and cataloging all living things, forcing the borders of species to evolve  through the “invasion, acquisition, and symbiosis”  of Oankali organelles (Imago 23). The Oankali crave difference because they are compelled to consume it. When the Oankali integrate the human genome and other organic life from Earth, they will abandon the desiccated shell of a planet once flourishing with life. 
It’s like when you eat a piece of fruit that has an inedible core or inedible seeds. There will be a rocky core of Earth left - a great mass of material, useful for mining, but not for living on. We’ll be scattering in a great many ships. Each one will have to be self-sustaining in interstellar space perhaps for thousands of years (Imago 116). 

The Oankali are a biological juggernaut. They expand their sphere of influence by feeding off the living fabric of the universe, moving relentlessly forward, leaving a trail of broken and barren worlds in their wake. Stephenson’s description of America as a cultural steamroller in Snow Crash seems to echo this vision. The Oankali are not motivated by malice or the desire to dominate, however. “The issue is dispersion. The task is to survive the diaspora” (Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto” 170). The Oankali absorb and assimilate difference simply because they wish to survive.
The Need/Desire for Relation
	Both humans and Oankali need intimate relations. Touching or tasting an other allows each race to establish a sense of individual subjectivity. Butler encourages “a reciprocal relationship between humankind and an alien race with needs as profound as its power” (Lee 177). The human-Oankali relationship is reciprocal but by no means equal or voluntary. Humans want nothing more than to “go beyond the reaches of the Oankali. Learn to touch one another as human beings again” (Dawn 222).
This is a desire which the Oankali actively prevent human beings from fulfilling. Only when the construct male Akin lobbies for the creation of a separate human colony on Mars in Adulthood Rites does the possibility of isolated human intimacy enter Butler’s fiction. And even then, Butler remains committed to exploring the potential of new forms of relation across subjective borders of species. 
The ooloi mediate all forms of intimate relation. As one meaning of their name implies, ooloi are bridges, establishing inter- and intra-species bonds. Whether an individual subject is human or Oankali, connection to an ooloi is a kind of  “chemical and social” imprinting (Dawn 191). Drawing upon the memories and neurochemical responses of each of its mates, an ooloi can create and distribute intensely erotic experiences without the need for actual physical contact. “Nikanj could give her [Lilith] an intimacy with Joseph that was beyond ordinary human experience. And what it gave, it also experienced” (Dawn 161). Mating always occurs in this triangular aspect and is a process fundamentally separate from procreation. “What she felt now went beyond liking, beyond loving, into the deep biological attachment of adulthood. Literal, physical addiction to another person” (Imago 154). Mating with an ooloi establishes a permanent chemical dependence between all those involved a stable source of intimate relation. “Love is chemical. The element of choice has disappeared” (Bonner 54). Humans enter into these relations and become entangled in the emotional bonds they create without understanding they are irreversible. Lilith eventually realizes that her ooloi mate, Nikanj 
created for them the powerful threefold unity that was one of the most alien features of Oankali life. Had that unity now become a necessary feature of their human lives? If it had, what could they do? Would the effect wear off? (Dawn 220).

Lilith resents her ooloi mate for trapping her in their relation, but she cannot help loving it as well. “ ‘I thought I hated all ooloi...Now I feel as though I have loved Nikanj all my life. Ooloi are dangerously easy to love. They absorb us, and we don’t mind’” (Imago 147). Human beings may indeed object to such addictive relations, but, once mated, they are powerless to break free from them. As she is altered physically, Lilith’s ability to establish relations with others evolves. Though she experiences a familial bond stronger and more intense than any of her human families, Lilith loses the ability to be physically intimate with other humans. Likewise, Tino, Lilith’s second male human mate, discovers
that his entry into the family meant he could not touch Lilith... Human beings liked to touch one another -needed to. But once they mated through an ooloi, they could not mate with each other in the Human way -could not even stroke and handle one another in the Human way (Adulthood Rites 54).

The human need for physical intimacy with other humans is continually forestalled by the ooloi.
The Oankali are convinced of the need to establish some connection with human beings. The ooloi dictate the terms of this relation. Because ooloi are attracted to even seduced by the conflicted genetic structure of humanity, this relation is often eroticized by Butler. “Once it plugged into her central nervous system it could control her and do whatever it wanted. She felt it tremble against her, and knew it was in” (Dawn 162).  Through the ooloi, the Oankali shape themselves over centuries to suit the needs and desires of prospective mates. “The postmodern lived body is neither stable nor singular...Bodies customized to fit fashion and to fit (re) constructions of ‘family’ or other framed goals via reproductive technologies” (Clarke 147).
The Oankali become bipedal, roughly humanoid creatures, and even reacquire the physical mechanisms  and mental structures of spoken language in order to communicate as humans do. Jdayha admits, “I’m not interested in killing your people. I’ve been trained all my life to keep them alive’” (Dawn 26). The relationship Oankali desire with humanity, however, is ultimately more parasitic than symbiotic. Human beings are food to the Oankali- a source of genetic diversity filled with the promise of new forms of adaptive survival. “There are no hierarchical relationships between genders or between humans, plants, and animals because all organic matter is potential food for the Oankali” (Lee 175).  The parasite is a potent metaphor to describe the fundamental conditions of Oankali existence: its hunger. “We called our need for contact with others and our need for mates hunger. The word had not been chosen frivolously. One who could hunger could starve” (Imago 158). Parasites thrive off much larger organisms by siphoning off small amounts of sustenance, their survival being linked directly to the continued existence of the host. 
It might have been feeding on her even then -sharing bits of her most recent meal, taking in dead or malformed cells from her flesh, even harvesting a ripe egg before it could begin its journey down her fallopian tubes to her uterus... ‘We feed on them every day,’ Nikanj had said to me. ‘And in the process keep them in good health and mix children for them. But they don’t always have to know what we’re doing (Imago 156).

The Oankali feed off the Earth and its human inhabitants genetically and literally with the ultimate intention of absorbing or assimilating any and all useful organic material. When one host has been drained, the Oankali begin to search for another, hoping their storehouses of genetic diversity will sustain them during the long pause between biochemical feasts.
The Rhetoric of Rape
In its drive to consume humanity utterly, the Oankali articulate what might be termed the rhetoric of rape. A rape, on its most fundamental level, is the denial of the victim's (the Other's) most basic subjective autonomy. Though most commonly associated with an individual sexual crime, it is not at all unusual to hear the colonial enterprise described in blatantly sexual terms (the West penetrating the virgin territory of the unspoiled East, for example). This rhetoric was alive in the Oankali imagination long before the first organic ships ever departed from their homeworld. In some sense, humanity was raped, denied its right to an individual existence, long before being literally colonized. “Humans have been constituted as the colonized Other by the Oankali” (Green 188). This existential rape, the assertion of Oankali dominance through superior genetic knowledge, thus justified the physical rapes that would follow in the centuries to come. “Humans are like animals to the Oankali...their identities have been stripped away;” they have become “texts to be inscribed by their oppressors who identify them as nothing but a package of genes” (Green 188). Human beings are valuable to the Oankali because they possess interesting genetic anomalies, not because they are sentient autonomous individuals. The Oankali consider any form of life, sentient or not, from fungi to flying squirrels, as a prospective and promising trade partner, provided it possesses similarly interesting genetic traits. Individual human subjectivity is not only overlooked or denied, it is identified as an obstacle to be overcome to be bred out of the species if the trade with humanity is to be successful. Thus the general rape of humanity is enacted through individual acts of sexual violation which figure prominently throughout the trilogy. It is incorrect to assume, as Frances Bonner points out, that “because the Oankali claim to have avoided hierarchies, it does not mean that they have eschewed power” (56). Ooloi engage in acts of rape through their mating practices, both procreative and entirely sensual. Despite open and even vociferous objections, Nikanj impregnates Lilith without her consent. Similarly, Nikanj decides to mate with Joseph, though Joseph remains deeply conflicted and does not understand the lasting implications of the act. Butler does not suggest that humanity is any less prone to such expressions of power, especially when directed toward women. Shortly after Awakening the first group of humans, several men attempt to rape a woman because the woman refuses to pair off and submit to the sexual advances of any of the men in the group. Lilith wades into the fray and, with her Oankali enhanced strength and agility, prevents the rape from occurring.
’There’ll be no rape here... Nobody here is property. Nobody here has the right to the use of anybody else’s body. There’ll be no back-to-the Stone-Age, caveman bullshit!...We stay human. We treat each other like people, and we get through this like people (Dawn 178).

No longer physically subordinate to men, Lilith uses her position of power to advocate acceptance and acknowledgment of individual subjectivity.  Through her own compromised subject position formed from the domination of the Oankali, Lilith is able to articulate a categorical rejection of the rhetoric of rape. 
Survival: Alienation and Interdependence
Though neither the Oankali nor the last vestiges of humanity seem the least bit interested in abandoning their ability to dominate by denying subjective identity to others, Lilith’s appeal for mutual acknowledgment is understood and nurtured by her construct children. As the name implies, construct children are not brought into existence accidentally; they are the result of conscious acts of creation tangible but always partial transcriptions of those who have come before. Akin and Jodahs, the protagonists of Adulthood Rites and Imago respectively, are cyborg subjects.  Their DNA has literally been spliced together to form a healthy and strong mix by their ooloi parent Nikanj. They embody new forms of difference, new texts built by recombining a common language, simultaneously expanding and threatening the borders of species. They are creatures filled with conflicted subjective boundaries, inheriting Oankali biological and human cultural imperatives to relate to establish new modes of communication.
From the human perspective, construct children represent the ultimate displacement of humanity as a separate viable species. “’Akin... They’ll see as a threat. Hell, he is a threat. He’s one of their replacements’” (Adulthood Rites 10). Because he is not wholly human, Akin’s male gender is perceived as not only a challenge to the sexual role performed exclusively by human males, but as a threat to the survival of the human race in general. Though she examines the debilitating qualities of the hierarchical dominance of masculine gender roles over feminine, Butler does assert that the need to relate to one another intimately as gendered beings is an essential aspect of individual human subjectivity.  Only after being captured and sold to a group of human resisters does Akin begin to understand the debilitating effects of prohibiting intimate human contact. By refusing to release him, the human resisters deny Akin to opportunity to bond with his closest construct sibling. Though the specific gender of a construct child can fluctuate or remain dormant until metamorphosis into adulthood, without this intimate union with his sibling, Akin perceives his existence as fundamentally incomplete. 
It was not possible. He was reaching for a union the Humans had denied him. It seemed to him that what he finally needed was just beyond his grasp, just beyond that final crossing he could not make, as with his mother. As with everyone. How could he know so much and no more, feel so much and no more, join so close and no closer (Adulthood Rites 151).

Akin comes to an understanding of his own utter isolation while surrounded by a community of sterile but long-lived humans. Their ability to harm him in this manner, allows him to understand how humans, on a much larger scale, have been hurt by the Oankali. Akin “recognizes the predatory nature of what the Oankali call the symbiotic trade” (Lee 175). Though he is no less aware of the genetic conflict present in humanity than any other Oankali, Akin concludes that it is ethically indefensible for the Oankali to absorb the human race without allowing them also to continue as a separate species. “‘There should be a Human Akjai! There should be Humans who don’t change or die Humans to go on if the Dinso and Toaht unions fail’” (Adulthood Rites 133). Not all Oankali enter the trade with humanity. The Akjai clan remains on an alternate evolutionary track to ensure that the Oankali will survive.  Because Akin realizes that after the trade, “‘We will be Oankali. They will only be...something consumed,’” Akin lobbies for the creation of a colony on Mars where human fertility will be restored and an independent human civilization might grow (Adulthood Rites 199). 
Rather than promoting such isolation, however, Butler’s attention is focused throughout the trilogy on collaborative efforts to construct subjective identity. The colony on Mars looms along the fringes of the fictional background in Imago as a temptation for the human characters to revive the self destructive structures of the past. The more resilient and promising relations occur on Earth among communities of humans, Oankali, and their construct children. Though Akin, as his name implies and his genetic hybridity substantiates, is related to and can relate with member of both human and Oankali communities, it is Jodahs, the first ooloi human-Oankali construct, who is compelled to find an interdependent mode of relation whose boundaries are constantly, mutually, and freely negotiated. Without human mates, construct ooloi cannot maintain a consistent physical form, and their subjective identities are in grave jeopardy without human interaction to give them structure.“ ‘I can change myself...But its an effort. And it doesn’t last. It’s easier to do as water does: allow myself to be contained, and take on the shape of my containers’” (Imago 89). Without humans to shape it “according to their memories and fantasies,’”  Aaor, Jodahs’ ooloi sibling begins to devolve into simpler forms of life (Imago 89). Unmated, Jodahs and Aaor exist in a state of pure desire. As Samuel R. Delany states,
the older person knows most of what he or she does about sex through the holes and absences in the personality it increasing failure begins to highlight...These absences are the sites of pure desire -sometimes the most painful state (Delany “Sex, Race, and Science Fiction” 219).

Beyond pain, Jodahs and Aaor will cease to exist if they do not find a way to fulfill this desire. As a result, when it encounters Jesusa and Tomas, two genetically diseased but fertile human siblings, Jodahs discovers that it is almost impossible to resist the deeply embedded biological urge to mate with them without their consent. Unlike its Oankali predecessors who “insisted on acting like animals,” Jodahs will not act upon this autonomic response unless the humans involved are willing participants (Imago 107). “How could either of them mate with me, knowing what my people would do to theirs?” (Imago 105). And yet, despite the fact that Jesusa and Tomas each express varying degrees of guilt and/or moral reservation, they both ultimately decide to mate with Jodahs.
This is an alien thing Jodahs wants of us. Certainly it’s an un-Christian thing, an un-Human thing. It’s the thing we’ve been taught against all our lives. How can we be accepting it or even considering it so easily? (Imago 124).

Butler implies that in order for these three characters not simply to survive but to thrive, they must become, to a certain extent, alien -their subjective borders must remain fundamentally negotiable and interdependent. The trilogy concludes with an entire village of previously unknown fertile humans choosing to find Oankali mates rather than exist independently on Mars. What is at issue is volition and its struggle with an underlying need to evolve.  The Oankali see such mutually agreed upon relations as a potential threat to their survival. They are unwilling to give up their position of dominance and enter a more equitable form of relation. Therefore they isolate this new community from the bulk of Oankali society. We are left, though, in the end with the image of Jodahs planting a seed which will grow into a home for the community on Earth and, in the centuries to come, a home for an entire self-contained civilization in space. Out of the simple and sublime gesture of acknowledging one’s interdependence on others entire worlds can grow.
I took the remaining mass -the seed- still within my body to the place that the Humans and the visiting families had agreed was good for people and towns...I chose a spot near the river. There I prepared the seed to go into the ground. I gave it a thick, nutritious coating, then brought it out of my body through my right sensory hand. I planted it in the deep rich soil of the riverbank. Seconds after I expelled it, I felt it begin the tiny positioning movements of independent life (Imago 220).

Michelle Green discovers a world at the end of Imago that is “truly utopian, a society in which all have an equal chance to work together on the construction of a new world” (189). Though admittedly sewn with the seeds of a profound hope, I see a world where change and the promise of  potential improvement is encouraged but not guaranteed. Butler’s fictional universe is not static; it has not fulfilled some long sought after notion of perfection. The mutable and expanding universe Butler creates problematizes the very borderlines or boundaries individual subjects or species use to locate themselves. Butler inverts the essentialist paradigms of apocalypse and salvation by imagining a situation where individual human subjects, in order to survive, actively choose to participate in the destruction of a singular and absolute notion of humanity. “The process of demolishing existing boundaries in order to begin any kind of restructuring is accompanied by equal measures of pleasure and pain” (Wolmark 32). Through this new race of cyborg subjects and their cultivation of interdependent communities and individuals, Butler claims that absolute or isolated categories human perception may be an agonizing but necessary sacrifice if individual subjectivity is to survive as a source of enrichment and renewal.
This is, perhaps, Butler’s most radical assertion that  in order to preserve a sense of individual identity, one must willingly enter into collaborative relations with others that make it impossible for the boundaries of subjectivity to be either individually defined or known. As she states in an essay entitled “Positive Obsession,”
At its best, science fiction stimulates imagination and creativity. It gets its reader off the beaten track, off the narrow footpath of what ‘everyone’ is saying, doing, thinking whoever ‘everyone’ happens to be this year.
		And what good is all this to Black people? (135).

Through her science fiction, Octavia Butler reconfigures categories of species, race, and gender to point toward a new mode of relation not only between her fictional humans and aliens, but as a reciprocal way of relating to difference in general. 






Afterword

	Octavia Butler and Neal Stephenson challenge or reposition the borders of human identity in order to create a science fictional space for the exploration of alternate modes of communication.  Whether rendered technologically or biologically, the constructed subjects of both authors interact with themselves, with their environment, and with one another in ways that are at once alienating and all too familiar. Interpenetration is the key. A science fiction text attempts to place itself simultaneously apart from and within the world of normative reality. The science fiction of Butler and Stephenson invests heavily in metaphors describing a common language, the biological seed or technological source code from which the material universe is made manifest. As Donna Haraway points out, “The feminist dream of a common language, like all dreams for a perfectly true language... is a totalizing and imperialist one” (Cyborg 173). Rather than accuse either Butler or Stephenson of genuinely presenting a singular absolute method for describing the universe of experience, however, I would suggest that both authors introduce these totalizing structures in order to subvert their authority in defining individual subjectivity. 
Like an author who attempts to convey the essence of an idea or the totality of a world or character with a few well chosen phrases or sentences, certain subjects in the works of both Butler and Stephenson attempt to create tangible transcriptions from their knowledge of this foundational language. The Hacker, The Alchemist, and the Oankali master this language and as a result are able to create, cross, and convolute the borders of subjectivity. They accept interpenetration because they can manage or manipulate it. In Stephenson’s vision of the near future those hackers who have mastered the subtle nuances of binary code create technologies (Hiro’s Snow Scan, Hackworth’s Primer) that either threaten, preserve or promote relation between individual subjects. The Oankali, because they can read and rewrite DNA, create living breathing subjects capable of relating in ways they themselves do not necessarily understand or condone. In both cases, however, even these cyborg subjects are driven to create by forces that are larger than any single individual.  An ooloi is subject to the will of the Oankali group consciousness as well as its own genetic need for diversity. John Percival Hackworth assembles the Primer and the Seed as a result of aid and coercion from Lord Finkle-McGraw, Dr. X, and CryptNet. 
Subjects or objects grown from the seeds of a supposedly universal language give rise to forms of communication which seem to exist beyond the expressions available within the foundational language. The Primer connects Nell and Miranda as emotional mother and daughter in a way that was neither intended nor possible to code. Jodahs, who becomes ooloi though it was designed by Nikanj to be male, seeks collaborative relations with humans instead of dominating them. The existence of such all-encompassing linguistic structures does not eliminate alternate forms of subjective relation and definition. To the contrary, Stephenson and Butler assert that not only do interpenetrated and interdependent forms of cyborg subjectivity continue to exist, but that these static and supposedly self-contained systems are intimately involved in their creation. Cyborg subjectivity, with its partial and constantly fluctuating boundaries and its potential to create relations that exist outside the bounds of conventional subjective discourse, is perpetuated by the very totalizing systems that seek to destroy or deny it.
Butler and Stephenson, however, differ distinctly in their interpretation of this common assumption. Stephenson characterizes this phenomenon as a method to ultimately contain or qualify individual expressions of  subversive subjectivity. Like the meta-virus, any system of sufficient size and complexity will generate its own self-replicating rebels and rebellions. Because such subversive subjects are always contained within the borders of the system as a whole, though, they fail to represent any threat to the existing subjective paradigm. On the other hand, Butler remains cautiously optimistic toward the possibility of new forms of subjective relation forming as a result of the biological tendency to produce mutations. Jodahs and its sibling Aaor are considered aberrations in the Oankali plan for the assimilation of humanity. Yet Jodahs and Aaor are ultimately the only Oankali capable of creating an open and constructive dialogue with the remaining resisters. Though the Oankali remain wary of this new form of community, Butler’s position on the matter is much more clear. While the discourse of this community does occur within the boundaries of the Oankali species, the community itself is the product of individual choice rather than coercion. Therefore each member of the community is present because of an individual expression of subjective will. This, to Butler, makes all the difference. Butler suggests that in such mutant communities comprised of mutually consenting individual subjects, we can find the potential for multiple and meaningful subjective relation. 
Through science fiction Neal Stephenson and Octavia Butler engage subjectivity in a manner that is simultaneously relevant to the actual present and the fictional future. While the conclusions they draw might not differ greatly from those of a conventional novelist grappling with the same concepts, the narrative strategies and generic constraints they employ are equally if not more effective in allowing readers to reach these conclusions. Through science fiction, Butler and Stephenson are able to distance their readers from the world of normative reality by dislocating them spatially and temporally. This narrative and interpretive distance gives each author the latitude to explore and articulate present crises of subjective relation in alternate and often less subtle terms. Conclusions about the nature of individual subjectivity that might seem ridiculous, irrelevant, or overly complex within a conventional literary novel, can be made to seem plausible within the expanded and more malleable contexts of science fiction. Though they are an equally valid commentary on the conditions of present society, Stephenson’s comments on threats to individual subjectivity within a technologically dependent civilization ring more clearly when placed within the extrapolated and exaggerated context of the next century. Likewise, Butler’s ability to advocate the value and necessity of embracing difference is expanded by her choice to write science fiction. Through conventional literary fiction, she would be open to a much wider and more highly politicized range of criticism. Through establishing narrative and interpretive distance with its readers, what science fiction seems to afford both Neal Stephenson and Octavia Butler is the potential to communicate more clearly and effectively highly conceptual ideas describing the negotiable boundaries of individual subjectivity.
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